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Abstract

We present a general method to verify an mCRL2 model of a multiprocessor with respect
to memory consistency and prove the correctness of this method.

Consequently, we present a way to reformulate most memory models that are defined
in terms of serial views using observations. We prove that any execution of a program
by a multiprocessor satisfying this formulation is memory consistent under the original
memory consistency model.

We then express this as a set of predicates on the traces allowed by an mCRL2 model
and prove that if all traces allowed by the mCRL2 model satisfy these predicates, then
all executions allowed by the mCRL2 model are consistent with respect to the original
memory consistency model.

We also formulate a subset of the C++ memory model in terms of serial views. We
prove that if such that serial view exists for every execution allowed by a multiprocessor,
then every execution allowed by that processor is consistent under the C++ memory
model.

The predicates on mCRL2 traces are then expressed as µ-calculus formulas and are used
to verify an mCRL2 model of a multiprocessor with respect to local consistency and
cache consistency, which are subsets of the serial view representing the C++ memory
model. We use these µ-calculus formulas to benchmark the verificationan example CPU
model using the mCRL2 toolset.
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1. Introduction

When a computer system executes a program, it is normally executed by a micropro-
cessor. Historically, these processors executed a single sequence of instructions, but
since the early 2000s, these microprocessors have become increasingly parallel and thus
execute multiple sequences of instructions in parallel. Importantly, these sequences of
instructions normally communicate using shared memory [16]. We call a microprocessor
that executes multiple sequences of instructions in parallel a multiprocessor. Such a
multiprocessor consists of a number of instruction processors, each executing a single
sequence of instructions.

Supporting communication over a single physically present shared memory limits the
potential for optimizations of multiprocessors. Instead, multiprocessors only support a
subset of the guarantees provided by a single shared memory. Such a set of guarantees
is called a memory consistency model [8], or memory model.

The guarantee that varies the most between different memory models is the ordering
of memory operations. Memory models are called strong [5, 17] if they limit the or-
dering and results of memory operations significantly and weak when they limit the
ordering less. The strongest of the memory models used in practice is Sequential Con-
sistency [12], in which the ordering of memory operations is limited to an interleaving
of operations that is consistent with the semantics of a single processor connected to an
instant memory.

In this thesis, we instead consider the Release Consistency [8] memory model. The
Release Consistency model does not guarantee that operations are an interleaving of
the instructions in the program but instead introduces special memory operations that
specifically limit the reordering of memory operations.

C and C++ are frequently used programming languages. Notably, most system libraries
and language runtimes are written in C or C++, and the LLVM memory model is based
on the C++ memory model. This means that optimizing processor for C and C++
memory model will improve performance for many applications, even when they do not
directly use C or C++. Thus, correctness of the implementation of the C++ memory
model has a significant effect on the correctness of the behavior of many applications.
Because of the practical importance of the C++ memory model, and because it is con-
ceptually related to the Release Consistency memory model, we mostly focus on this
variant of release consistency.
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In this thesis we consider the ARCx processor. This is a research prototype of a processor.
We verify whether this processor implements the release consistency variant specified in
the C++ programming language standard, which is inspired by the theoretical Release
Consistency model, but is formulated differently, and ultimately has some important
semantic differences.

1.1. Related Work

One way of verifying memory consistency is by running litmus tests [11] on the processor.
A litmus test is a test program that has an associated set of valid and invalid outputs and
is designed to detect a single class of bugs in the processor. Alternatively, by generating
random test programs automatically, it is possible to automate the verification of a large
set of programs [11, 14]. In practice, these methods often trace the order and results of
memory operations for test programs running on either a real processor, or a simulated
processor. Thus, these methods do not cover all behavior allowed by the processor, and
only verify a limited set of outcomes for any program.

The model checking approach was used by [4]. However, instead of verifying the mem-
ory model using µ-calculus or another form of temporal logic formula, which is the
most commonly applied approach in model checking, they verified the existence of a
refinement mapping between an abstract model that encodes the memory model, and
an implementation model that follows the design of the multiprocessor.

An alternative method is proving memory consistency of hardware using interactive
theorem provers [19]. However, these require significant manual effort and the axiomatic
formalization of hardware, which is complicated and error prone.

PipeProof [13] introduces a promising approach that is able to automate the consistency
verification for any memory model and hardware that can be expressed in their specifi-
cation language. However, it is still necessary to axiomatically formalize the hardware
specification in this approach, and unknown whether the expressiveness the specification
language is sufficient.

1.2. Approach

In this thesis, we verify memory consistency of a model of the ARCx processor using
model checking. The main difference between the approach in [4] and our approach is
that we do attempt to use temporal logic formulas for the verification, and our model
allows for more asynchronicity. To accomplish this, we express the processor in the
process algebra mCRL2 [10] and express the memory model in µ-calculus. We then use,
the mCRL2 [3] model checker, to verify these µ-calculus formulas.
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In chapter 2, we describe the relevant parts of the specification of the ARCx processor,
and the resulting mCRL2 model. In chapter 3 we describe how a certain class of formal
memory models can be expressed in the µ-calculus. In chapter 4 we express a subset
of the C++ memory model in terms of these memory models and express a part of
it in terms of the µ-calculus. In chapter 5 we adapt the mCRL2 model to the µ-
calculus formulas, and use the formulas to verify the resulting model. Finally, chapter 6
summarizes the previous chapters and discusses future work.

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• an alternative formulation for serial view based memory consistency models, with
a proof of correctness

• a formulation of a subset of the C++ memory model in terms of serial views, with
a proof of correctness

• a formulation of serial view based memory models in terms of mCRL2 traces, with
a proof of correctness

• µ-calculus formulas based on the formulation of serial views in terms of mCRL2
traces
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2. The ARCx processor in mCRL2

The ARCx processor is a research processor. It is, designed to scale from low performance
tasks like an SSD/Flash controller to high performance tasks like Neural Networks and
Deep learning. In this chapter, we introduce the relevant parts of the specification of
the ARCx processor.

We first introduce the high level architecture. Subsequently, we simplify the architecture
to obtain a suitable starting point for verification. This simple version is formalized in
mCRL2.

2.1. High Level Architecture of the ARCx processor

The ARCx processor consists of a Network on Chip (NoC), connecting a number of
clusters. Each of these clusters has an internal bus, which connects a number of cores and
a number of components within the cluster. Figure 2.1 illustrates the overall structure
of this.

Core 1 Core 2 Core 3

Cluster 1

Core 1 Core 2 Core 3

Cluster 2 Bus

Network on Chip Global Memory

Bus

Figure 2.1.: Overview of the ARCx Processor

An ARCx core executes a sequence of instructions as specified by the ARCv2 ISA [6], and
has access to a variable number of registers. The instruction set defines a configurable
number of instructions, a number of which are required. This required part is called the
base instruction set. We focus on two of these instructions in particular, the LD and ST

instructions.

Both LDand ST have a variable number of variants. Of these, we focus on the simplest
ones. LD has three parameters: a destination register a, a register containing an address
b, and an offset c. It load the value from memory at address b+ c and stores the result
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in register a. ST also has three parameters: a register a containing data, a register
containing an address b and an offset c. It writes the data from register a to memory
at address b + c. Importantly, the ARCx introduces a new variant of each of these, a
load instruction LD.AQ and a store instruction ST.RL. These work the same as the simple
variants, but enforce additional synchronization.

Each ARCx core contains a multi staged data memory pipeline. Not all stages of this
pipeline have an effect on memory consistency. We therefore only discuss the stages
that influence the memory consistency of the processor. First, the instruction and
the operands are retrieved, and the instruction is decoded. Second, the data cache
is accessed. Third, the Write Buffer and the Line Buffer are accessed. Finally, if the
instruction was a store and was not in cache, the store is written to the write buffer.
Asynchronously, the write buffer writes the data to the bus, while the line buffer receives
new updates the bus, from outside the core. Figure 2.2 illustrates this.

1. Fetch Instruction 2. Access data cache

Data cache

3. Access buffers 4. Append write buffer

Write Buffer

Line Buffer Bus

Bus

Figure 2.2.: Overview of an ARCx core

The ARCx cores are part of a cluster with a shared cache. This cluster exists to make
sure that the caches of the individual cores are coherent, with respect to each other and
to the cluster level shared cache. To accomplish this, the MOESI protocol [7] is used by a
coherency unit, contained in the cluster. The cluster also contains a memory component
for cluster local storage. Finally, the cluster contains a number of transaction controllers
that buffer the write operations from the cores, and forward it to the external Network
on Chip. All components (including the cores) that are connected to the cluster share a
bus. Figure 2.3 illustrates this.
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Cache Coherency Unit Transaction Controller

Bus

Network On Chip port

Network On Chip

Cluster Memory

Figure 2.3.: Overview of an ARCx Cluster

The connection between the cluster and the ARCx cores implements a proprietary pro-
tocol called Internal Bus Protocol (IBP). Clusters also connect to an Network on Chip
that can be connected to other clusters using the standard AXI protocol [1]. The IBP
protocol is discussed in more detail in Section 2.2

2.2. Intra Cluster Communication Protocol

Within the clusters, the components are connected to a bus. This bus uses an internal
protocol to communicate between the components. The bus is divided into a number
of channels. While communication over a channel is synchronous, by using multiple
channels in parallel, multiple messages can still be delivered asynchronously. Each type
of channel can only send messages of a single layout:

Command channel The command channel sends the command messages. These mes-
sages contain a set of addresses for the operation, an operation type, which can be
read or write, a cache policy, an identifier, a sharing domain, and a consistency
field which determines the consistency requirements for the message.

Cache policy The cache policy allows to change the caching behavior after a miss. For
a read miss, we can have an allocate, or do not allocate policy. Similarly, for a
write miss, we also have an allocate, or do not allocate policy

Sharing domain The sharing domain can be core local, cluster local or global. When this
field is set, the result of the operation only has to be visible for other components
in the same sharing domain.

Read channel The Read Channel transfers messages containing the response data and
the id of the transaction.

Write channel The Write Data Channel transfers messages that contain the data that
accompanies the write command and a mask, that indicates which bits of the data
should be written. Note that this does not contain an identifier for the write. To
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identify different writes, these data messages should arrive in the same order as
the write commands.

Write response channel The Write Response Channel transfers the status of the write,
a possible error, and the id of the write.

2.3. A simplified specification

Due to the complexity of the ARCx processor, it is not feasible to model the whole
processor in mCRL2. Instead, we simplify the model to the essentials of its behavior.
The simplified model can be found in Figure 2.4.

Instruction Processor

store addr value

store release addr value

load acquire addr

load addr

Write Buffer

Memory

mem write addr value

mem read addr

Write Buffer

Instruction Processor

store addr value

store release addr value

load acquire addr

load addr

store instruction

load instruction Load data

store instruction

load instruction Load data

Figure 2.4.: Schematic of a dual core version of the processor
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The model consists of an instruction processor and a write buffer for each processor, and
a shared memory component. These components execute asynchronously, and commu-
nicate by messages. In more detail, the model consists of.

Instruction processor This is an abstraction of an ARCx core. This process can only
start a new instruction when the previous instruction is finished and instructions
executed on the same core cannot overlap. The instruction processor can execute
one of four instructions

• store: abstraction of the ST instruction of the ARCx ISA

• store release: abstraction of the ST RL instruction of the ARCx ISA

• load: abstraction of the LD instruction of the ARCx ISA

• load acquire: abstraction of the LD AQ instruction of the ARCx ISA

Importantly, while the corresponding instructions in the ARCx ISA require three
arguments, one address register, one data register and an offset, here we only
accept an address and a data value for the store, and an address for the load

Write Buffer This is an abstraction of the store buffer, a bus interface, and a network
interface.

Memory This is an abstraction of the NoC and the physical memory of the ARCx.
Because a network on chip does not instantly execute memory operations, we
model this component such that it can delay any memory operation at any time.
However, we do limit the number of operations that can be in transit on the NoC.

Instead of multiple channels, we define a number of messages that can transmit between
components at any point in time.

• send store wb: communicates a new write operation to the write buffer from the
instruction processor

• send store mem: communicates a new write operation to the memory from the
write buffer

• send load: communicates a new read operation to the memory from the instruc-
tion processor

• rec load: communicates the response of a read operation from the memory to the
instruction processor

• rec store: communicates that a write operation finished from the memory to the
write buffer
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2.4. Expressing the simplified specification in mCRL2

As the model from Figure 2.4 is defined as a number of asynchronously communicating
components, mapping it to an mCRL2 model is relatively straightforward. We represent
each of these components by an mCRL2 process. These processes are executed mostly
asynchronously with limited synchronization.

To be able to scale the size of the model dynamically, we define a number of variables.
These variables can scale the model anywhere between a trivial processor to the size of a
realistic processor. We define five such components and use them to generate versions of
mCRL2 declarations and definitions of an appropriate size. The parameters in question
are the following:

• byte size: the number of distinct values that can be stored at a single memory
location, not including the initial (undefined) value.

• address size: The number of memory locations that can be referenced.

• num cores: the number of processors that are run concurrently.

• memcommands size: the maximal number commands that can pending, before be-
ing handled by the memory component at the same time.

• nr wb buffers: the maximal number of values that can be stored in the write
buffer at the same time

The model starts with a definition of the data types and mappings that can be configured
using the parameters. The values given here will be replaced by generated values. Here,
the Byte sort has byte size + 1 variants, including c data undefined. The Address

sort has byte size variants. The CoreID sort has num cores variants. Finally, the value
for m commands max is determined by the memcommands size parameter.

sort Byte = struct c_data_undefined | c_data_0;

sort Address = struct c_addr_0 ;

sort CoreID = struct c_processor_core_0_id;

eqn m_memcommands_max = 1;

We also define a buffer slot data type called Buffer that is used by most of these
processes. A buffer slot contains either a pair of an address and a value, or nothing. We
also define a function m buffer list replace elem(l, n, v), where l is a list of buffer
slots, n is a natural number and v is a buffer slot. This function replaces the buffer slot
at index n with the value of v.

sort Buffer = struct c_unoccupied ? is_unoccupied

| c_occupied(g_address: Address , g_data: Byte) ? is_occupied;

map m_buffer_list_replace_elem: List(Buffer) # Nat # Buffer ->

List(Buffer);

var b,b2: Buffer , n: Nat , bs: List(Buffer);
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eqn m_buffer_list_replace_elem(b|>bs ,n, b2) = if (n == 0, b2 , b) |> if

(n <= 0, bs, m_buffer_list_replace_elem(bs , Int2Nat(n-1), b2));

m_buffer_list_replace_elem([],n,b2) = [];

The first mCRL2 process is the Instruction Processor, P IP. It can either execute a store
or a load operation. Because executing these operations takes time in a real processor,
we want to allow other processes to interleave these operations. Thus, we represent each
of these operations as a start op action, an end op action and a body of other mcrl2
actions. The body of a store operation is straightforward, as it just writes the value to
the write buffer. The body of a load operation is slightly more complicated, but still
straightforward. It stalls until the current address is not in the write buffer anymore,
then it sends a load request to the memory, and stalls until it receives a response from
the memory.

proc P_IP(core_id: CoreID) =

sum a: Address .

(

(

sum d: Byte .

(d != c_data_undefined) -> (

start_store(core_id , a, d) .

ip_sync_store(core_id , a, d) .

end_store(core_id , a, d)

)

)

+

(

start_load(core_id , a) .

ip_stall_load_wb(core_id , a) .

ip_sync_send_load_uncached(core_id , a) .

sum d: Byte . (

ip_sync_rec_load_uncached(core_id , a, d) .

end_load(core_id , a, d)

)

)

)

. P_IP(core_id);

When executing a store operation, the instruction processor synchronizes with the write
buffer, P WB. The write buffer has, for each slot, two states. If at least one slot is empty,
the write buffer accepts a new write from the instruction processor. If at least one slot
is filled, the write buffer can write that value to the memory. Finally, for each address
not present in the write buffer, this component can message the Instruction Processor
to stop stalling.

proc P_WB(core_id: CoreID , bs: List(Buffer)) =

(

% Reset buffer n

sum n: Nat. (n < m_wb_nr_buffers) -> (

is_occupied(bs . n) -> (
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wb_sync_store_uncached(core_id , g_address(bs . n), g_data(bs .

n)) .

wb_write_no_allocate_finished .

P_WB(core_id , m_buffer_list_replace_elem(bs,n,c_unoccupied))

)

)

)

+

(

% Set buffer n

sum a: Address , d: Byte , n: Nat. (n < m_wb_nr_buffers) -> (

(bs . n == c_unoccupied) -> (

wb_sync_store(core_id , a, d) .

P_WB(core_id , m_buffer_list_replace_elem(bs,n,c_occupied(a,d)))

)

)

)

+

(

sum a: Address . (

% unstall for buffer n

(forall n: Nat. (n < m_wb_nr_buffers) => !m_buffer_has_addr(bs .

n,a)) -> (

wb_unstall_ip(core_id , a) .

P_WB(core_id , bs)

)

)

);

Finally, the memory process P Memory synchronizes with the write buffer and the in-
struction processor. After it synchronizes with one of them, it stores the command to
execute it later in the cmds parameter. Eventually, it retrieves the command from the
cmds parameter, and executes either the load or the store. In case it was a load, it returns
a response. The m memcommands max constant limits the size of the cmds parameter.

proc P_Memory(m: Memory , cmds: FBag(MemoryCommand)) =

% Execute write operation

sum a: Address . sum d: Byte . sum c: CoreID .

(c_memory_cmd_write(a, d, c) in cmds) -> (

mem_write(a, d, c) .

P_Memory(m, cmds)

)

+

% Execute read operation

sum a: Address . sum core_id: CoreID .

(c_memory_cmd_read(a, core_id) in cmds) -> (

mem_read(a, m_mem_get(m, a), core_id) .

mem_sync_rec_load(core_id , a, m_mem_get(m, a)) .

P_Memory(m, cmds - m_memory_cmd_set_singleton(c_memory_cmd_read(a,

core_id)))

)

+

(#cmds < m_memcommands_max) -> (
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% Queue write operation

sum a: Address . sum d: Byte . sum core_id: CoreID . (

mem_sync_store(core_id , a, d) .

P_Memory(m, cmds +

m_memory_cmd_set_singleton(c_memory_cmd_write(a,d,core_id)))

)

+

% Queue read operation

sum a: Address . sum core_id: CoreID . (

mem_sync_send_load(core_id , a) .

P_Memory(m, cmds +

m_memory_cmd_set_singleton(c_memory_cmd_read(a,core_id)))

)

);

Finally, we construct a P Processor Core process by, in parallel, executing a P IP pro-
cess with a core identifier and a P WB process with a core identifier and a list of buffer slots.
For each variant of CoreID, we initialize one such processor core, and a shared memory
process. When initializing the model, we hide all actions except for the start store,
start load, end store, end load, mem read and mem write actions. We use the al-
low operator to explicitly allow these actions. Finally, we use the comm operator to
synchronize the mCRL2 processes, and also allow the resulting actions.

proc P_Processor =

P_Processor_Core(c_processor_core_0_id , m_wb_init_list)

|| P_Memory(m_zero_memory , {:});

proc P_Processor_Core(id: CoreID , wbl: List(Buffer)) =

P_IP(id)

|| P_WB(id , wbl);

% Init

init

hide (

{

% Comm

ip_wb_sync_store ,

ip_mem_sync_send_load ,

ip_mem_sync_rec_load ,

mem_wb_sync_store ,

ip_wb_unstall_load ,

check_observation ,

mem_wb_sync_store_finish

},

allow (

{

end_load , end_store , mem_read , mem_write , start_load , start_store ,

% Comm

ip_wb_sync_store , ip_mem_sync_send_load , ip_mem_sync_rec_load ,

mem_wb_sync_store , ip_wb_unstall_load , mem_wb_sync_store_finish

},

comm (

{
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wb_sync_store | ip_sync_store -> ip_wb_sync_store ,

ip_sync_send_load_uncached | mem_sync_send_load ->

ip_mem_sync_send_load ,

mem_sync_rec_load | ip_sync_rec_load_uncached ->

ip_mem_sync_rec_load ,

mem_sync_store | wb_sync_store_uncached -> mem_wb_sync_store ,

wb_sync_store_finish | mem_sync_store_finish ->

mem_wb_sync_store_finish ,

wb_unstall_ip | ip_stall_load_wb -> ip_wb_unstall_load ,

},

P_Processor

)

)

);
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3. Formalizing memory models in µ-calculus

To verify that the mCRL2 model satisfies the requirements of a specific memory model,
we formalize the memory model in the µ-calculus. However, before we can formalize any
memory model in µ-calculus, we need to describe these memory model formally.

A memory consistency model is a set of rules that specifies how memory should behave.
We first describe a few of these memory models informally. The memory model that was
described first is sequential consistency. Informally, this is defined as follows: a processor
is sequentially consistent if the operations are executed in some global order, and that
global order follows the order of operations in the program [12].

Two other memory models we reference later are Local Consistency and Cache consis-
tency. Informally, a multiprocessor is cache consistent if all writes to the same memory
location performed in a global order that follows the order of operations in the program [9].
A multiprocessor is locally consistent if a processor observes the operations it executed
in the order as defined by the program [17].

A more complex memory model is Release Consistency [8], which defines synchroniza-
tion operations that are sequentially consistent with respect to each other, while the
other memory operations are only ordered between different processors when related by
synchronization operations.

The C++ memory model is a combination of multiple memory models. Like cache
consistency, it defines a global order of memory operations for each memory location.
Unlike cache consistency, this order only exists between write operations. In addition,
there are synchronization operations with an ordering relation between them, which is
defined in terms of the order of write operations.

In [17], a method is described by which many memory models can be formalized sys-
tematically. This method uses a generalization of the sequential consistency memory
model described by [12], and defines the concept of a serial view. After defining some
mathematical notation, we describe a variation of this method, which we split into two
parts, the abstract execution model, and the serial view.

Thus, we look at the possibilities of using the serial views in [17] to analyze the C++
memory model. Because verifying the model using Serial Views is computationally too
expensive, we also describe an alternative formulation of the serial view, and a way to
translate that alternative formulation in µ-calculus. At the end of the chapter, we have
formulated two subsets of the C++ memory model in µ-calculus.
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3.1. Mathematical notation

Before discussing anything specific to memory models, we first state some basic math-
ematical definitions that will be used repeatedly in this chapter. We first define the
notions of semi connexity, asymmetry and transitivity.

Definition 1 (Semi connexity). A relation R is semi connex on domain D if ∀a, b ∈
D : a 6= b =⇒ R(a, b) ∨R(b, a)

Definition 2 (Asymmetry). A relation R is asymmetric on domain D if ∀a, b ∈ D :
¬(R(a, b) ∧R(b, a))

Definition 3 (Transitivity). A relation R is transitive on domain D if ∀a, b, c ∈ D :
(R(a, b) ∧R(b, c) =⇒ R(a, c))

Using those definitions, we define the notions of strict partial and total orders.

Definition 4 (Strict partial order). A relation R is a strict partial order if it is
asymmetric and transitive.

Definition 5 (Strict total order). A relation R is a strict total order if it is a partial
order and semi connex.

Given any partial order R, there exists a strict total order called a linear extension Rext

such that R ⊆ Rext [18].

Finally, we define some common, but not ubiquitous notation that we use in this chapter

Definition 6 (Notation). We use

• ⊕ for the exclusive or operation,

• R|A for the subset of relation R restricted to domain A

• R+ for the transitive closure of relation R

• (ei)i∈I for an indexed family which contains a single element ei, for every i ∈ I.
Note that this is not necessarily a set, as there might exists i, i′ ∈ I, such that
ei = ei′.
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3.2. The abstract execution model

A multiprocessor is a system that executes a (multi threaded) program. We characterize
a multiprocessor as a finite set of processors that each executes a series of operations.
Each processor has access to a finite set of memory locations and each memory location
can contain a finite set of values. Additionally, a memory operation can be a read or
a write operation, and each of those can be either synchronized or regular. For now
these synchronized variants will behave exactly the same as the regular variant of the
operation

Definition 7 (Multiprocessor). A multiprocessor is a tuple (Pε,X,V⊥,T), where

• Pε is a finite set of processors, such that |Pε| > 1, where ε ∈ Pε is a processor that
initializes the memory

• X is a finite set of memory locations, such that |X| > 0.

• V⊥ is a finite set of values that can be stored at each memory location, such that
|V⊥| > 1, where ⊥ ∈ V is the value to which the memory is initialized

• T = {wsr, rsa, rr, wr}, where wsr and wr are write operations, rsa and rr are read
operations, wsr and rsa are synchronization operations and wr and rr are regular
operations.

We define the following subsets:

• V = V⊥ \ {⊥}.

• P = Pε \ {ε}.

Note that processor ε and value ⊥ are used to avoid a special case for the initial state.
Processor ε initializes the memory to value ⊥, which stands for the uninitialized value,
before any other memory operation is executed by other processors

Operations executed by a multiprocessor contain a memory location on which it operates,
the processor that executes it, the result of the operation, and an index. The index is
included to distinguish operations where all other parameters are the same. The result
of a write operation is the value written to memory, and the result of the load operation
is the value loaded from memory.

Definition 8 (Operation). Given t ∈ T, x ∈ X, p ∈ Pε, v ∈ V⊥, and i ∈ N, an
operation is a tuple (t, p, x, v, i).
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Given operation (t, p, x, v, i), we write

type((t, p, x, v, i)) = t

proc((t, p, x, v, i)) = p

loc((t, p, x, v, i)) = x

res((t, p, x, v, i)) = v

nr((t, p, x, v, i)) = i

To succinctly write down sets of operations, we define the following notation

Definition 9 (Operation filtering notation). Given P ⊆ T× Pε × X× V⊥ × N, we
write ∗ to stand as a wildcard symbol for any element of the tuple. More formally:

(t, p, x, v, i)P = {o ∈ P | (t 6= ∗) =⇒ t = type(o)∧
(x 6= ∗) =⇒ x = loc(o)∧
(p 6= ∗) =⇒ p = proc(o)∧
(v 6= ∗) =⇒ v = res(o)∧
(i 6= ∗) =⇒ i = nr(o) }

To simplify the notation of subsets of the set of all read or write operations, we also
define the following notation.

(r, p, x, v, i)P = (rr, p, x, v, i)P ∪ (rsa, p, x, v, i)P

(w, p, x, v, i)P = (wr, p, x, v, i)P ∪ (wsr, p, x, v, i)P

The set of all operations T×Pε×X×V⊥×N is not directly useful to model a program as
it would allow multiple operations on the same thread with the same index and multiple
initial writes to the same memory location. So instead, we define a program to be any set
of operations that can be meaningfully executed on our model of a multiprocessor. Before
executing the program on a processor, the results of read operations are not defined, as
they can vary depending on the internal states of the processor. Consequently, we
characterize this by including one read operation for each v ∈ V, each of which we call
potential read operations.

Definition 10 (Program). A set P ⊂ T×X×Pε×V⊥×N is a program if the following
conditions hold:

• ∀p ∈ Pε : |(∗, p, ∗, ∗, 0)P| ≥ 1, i.e., every process executes at least one operation
with index 0

• For any i ∈ N, p ∈ Pε

–
∑
x∈X
|(∗, p, x, ∗, i)P| ≤ 1, i.e., any memory operation only accesses a single

memory location
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–
∑
t∈T
|(t, p, ∗, ∗, i)P| ≤ 1, i.e., any memory operation has a unique type

– if
∑
v∈V⊥

|(∗, p, ∗, v, i)P| > 1, then ∀oi ∈ (∗, p, ∗, v, i)P : type(oi) ∈ {rsr, rr} i.e.,

only read operations may have a non unique result

• ∀oi ∈ P : nr(oi) = 0∨∃oj : proc(oi) = proc(oj)∧nr(oj) = nr(oi)−1 i.e, the indices
are increasing and consecutive

• ∀oi ∈ (∗, ε, ∗, ∗, ∗)P : type(oi) = wr ∧ res(oi) = ⊥, i.e, processor ε only initializes
memory locations

• ∀x ∈ X : |(∗, ε, x, ∗, ∗)P| = 1, i.e, processor ε contains exactly one initial write for
each memory location

• ∀p ∈ P, x ∈ X : |(w, p, x,⊥, ∗)| = 0 i.e., there are no writes of undefined values,
except for the initial write

When running a program on a multiprocessor, it is possible to record the results of the
memory operations, and use this information to derive a Program with Load Results
(PLR). After observing the outcomes of the load operations, we can derive a PLR from
a program by filtering the load operations present in the program and only keeping the
load operations that were executed.

Definition 11 (Program with Load Results). Given a program P. A subset PL ⊆
P is a PLR if

∀p ∈ Pε, i ∈ N : |(∗, p, ∗, ∗, i)PL
| ≤ 1

A write operation affects the value read by a set of read operations. We model this
using the writes to relation. This relation demands that every read is related to at least
one write. In the literature, the specifics of this relation vary; some authors demand the
existence of a single write for every read operation [15], while others demand at least
one write for every read operation [17]. We demand it includes at least one write, and
use the following definition:

Definition 12 (Writes to). Given PLR PL, we define the writes to relation 7→ such
that

7→⊆
⋃

x∈X,v∈V⊥

(w, ∗, x, v, ∗)PL
× (r, ∗, x, v, ∗)PL

satisfying the following condition:

∀ri ∈ (r, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
: ∃wi : wi 7→ ri
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When a program is run on a multiprocessor, its behavior corresponds to an execution.
While the externally observed behavior is captured in the PLR definition, it is not
directly possible to determine whether the observed behavior is correct, as it requires
knowledge of internal events. However, depending on these internal events within our
definitions makes the definitions less general and more complex. As such, we model
the internal events as a writes to relation, which does not severely increase complexity.
Combining the writes to relation with a PLR results in the following definition.

Definition 13 (Execution). An execution EA is a tuple (PL, 7→), where PL is a PLR
and 7→ is a writes to relation.

3.3. Serial View

Within the abstract execution model, it is possible to express memory models succinctly
using Serial Views [17]. A Serial View generalizes the sequential consistency memory
model to a specific subset of operations and by replacing the program order with a partial
order.

Sequential consistency is one of the strongest memory models that is used in practice.
When a multiprocessor is sequentially consistent, any allowed execution should also be
possible when the same program is scheduled on a single processor

It is possible to schedule a set of operations on a single processor if three conditions
hold. First, it is possible to define a total order between the operations. Second, within
that total order, every read operation to a memory location xi should read the value of
the latest previous write to that memory location in this order. Finally, the total order
should follow the order between the operations in the program.

A serial view abstracts these conditions to a subset of a PLR. It also replaces the con-
dition of following the order of the program source with a general partial order.

We start by defining the first condition of the serial view, the total view. Although this
definition is similar in concept to the view defined in [17], the main difference is that V
is also transitive in this definition. The other differences are mostly cosmetic.

Definition 14 (totalView). Given PLR PL, relation V ⊆ PL × PL, and set P ⊆ PL,
we say that totalV iew(V, P ) is a predicate that holds if and only if

V is asymmetric, transitive and semi connex on domain P.

Intuitively, the second condition of the serial view [17] ensures the value of a read oper-
ation was written by a write in the order.

More specifically, an order that is serial demands the following:

• Every read operation ri should be preceded by a write wi such that wi 7→ ri holds.
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• For at least one of those wi there may not be a write wj to the same memory
location such that wj is ordered between wi and ri, i.e. wi should be the last write
in P to loc(wi) before ri

This is defined formally as follows.

Definition 15 (Serial [17]). For a strict partial order V , execution (PL, 7→), and set
P ⊆ PL, we say that serial(PL, 7→)(V, P ) holds if and only if

∀ri ∈ (r, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)P , ∃wi 7→ ri ∧ V (wi, ri)∧
¬(∃wj ∈ (w, ∗, res(wi), ∗, ∗)P : V (wi, wj) ∧ V (wj , ri)).

The last condition of a Serial View demands that a partial order is respected by the
view. This generalizes the requirement from sequential consistency that the program
order is respected.

This results in the following definition of a Serial View, adapted from [17].

Definition 16 (SerialView [17]). Given an execution (PL, 7→), partial order R and
set P ⊆ PL. A relation V is a serial view, written as

V ∈ SerialV iew(PL, 7→)(R|P ),

when the following holds

serial(PL, 7→)(V, P ) ∧ totalV iew(V, P ) ∧ (R|P ⊆ V )

Earlier, we defined sequential consistency to be if the operations are executed in some
global order, and that the global order follows the order of operations in the program.
To actually model sequential consistency, we need to formally define what the order of
operations in a program means in this execution model.

The program order is defined in terms of the local order, which we define first. The local
order, is an order between operations on the same processor. Due to the way we defined
initial writes, we also require that all initial writes are ordered before all other memory
operations, even though the initial operations are not executed on the same processor.
This definition is equivalent to the definition of local consistency in [15].

Definition 17 (Local order). For any set P ⊂ PL and processor p ∈ P, a relation
<LPL

(p)⊆ P × P called the local order is defined such that oi <LPL
(p) oj iff

(proc(oi) = p ∧ proc(oj) = p ∧ nr(oi) < nr(oj)) ∨ (proc(oi) = ε ∧ proc(oj) = p).

We define the program order as the union of all local orders. This definition is equivalent
to the definition of the program order in [17].
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Definition 18 (Program order). The program order <PO is defined as follows

<PO=
⋃
p∈P

<LPL
(p) .

Using these definitions, it is straightforward to express sequential consistency formally.

Definition 19 (Sequential Consistency [17]). An execution (PL, 7→) is sequentially
consistent if

∃V : V ∈ SerialV iew(PL,7→)(<PO |(∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
)

In the definition of 7→, there can be multiple writes that write to a single read. Given
a partial order between operations R defined on a set P , we can restrict the number of
write operations that write to read operations to those that satisfy R.

Definition 20 (Latest-writes-to). Given execution (PL, 7→), partial order R and set
P ⊆ PL. For any wi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)P and ri ∈ (r, ∗, loc(wi), ∗, ∗)P , we say wi 7→sv(P,R,7→)

ri if and only if

wi 7→ ri ∧R(wi, ri) ∧ ¬∃wj ∈ (w, ∗, loc(wi), ∗, ∗)P : R(wi, wj) ∧R(wj , ri)

When wi 7→sv(P,R,7→) ri, we say that wi latest-writes-to ri on R over P .

When the partial order R is a serial view, 7→sv(P,V,7→) relates every read operation in P
to a unique write in P .

Lemma 1. Given execution (PL, 7→), partial orders V and R, and set P ⊆ PL. For
any ri ∈ (r, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)P , wi, wj ∈ (w, ∗, loc(r), ∗, ∗)P , if V ∈ SerialV iew(P,7→)(R|P ),
wi 7→sv(P,V,7→) ri and wj 7→sv(P,V,7→) ri, then wi = wj.

Proof. Let (PL, 7→), R,P , V ∈ SerialV iew(PL,7→)(R|P ), wi 7→sv(P,V,7→) ri, wj 7→sv(P,V,7→)

ri. Towards a contradiction, assume wi 6= wj .

V is a serial view, so V is semi connex, so V (wj , wi) ∨ V (wi, wj). We distinguish two
cases.

If V (wj , wi), then wi 7→sv(P,V,7→) ri implies V (wi, ri). So V (wj , wi) ∧ V (wi, ri), which
contradicts serial(V, P ).

Otherwise V (wi, wj), so wj 7→sv(V,P,7→) ri implies V (wj , ri). So V (wi, wj) ∧ V (wj , ri),
which contradicts serial(V, P ).

Therefore, wi = wj .
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3.4. Observation sets

As the aim of this chapter is to verify an mCRL2 model with respect to a certain serial
view, we need to express a serial view in µ-calculus. It is possible to encode the definition
of a serial view directly in the µ-calculus. For each processor, we can record a trace of
executed mCRL2 actions (and record the end store and end load actions in a list). We
can express the conditions for a serial view in two ways.

The first way is to encode Definition 16 directly in µ-calculus, by building the can-
didates for a serial view V and verifying each of these. More specifically, we need
to verify that there exists such a candidate for each possible 7→ relation, which has
|(w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

||(r,∗,∗,∗,∗)PL
| possibilities. Besides the number of possibilities for 7→, we

can also look at the number of candidates for V , which is 2k, where k is the number of
pairs of operations, which is calculated as follows: there are m ·n operations in total, and
after picking one, there are m ·n− 1 options left, which leads to (m ·n) · (m ·n− 1) pairs
in total, which is 2(m·n)·(m·n−1) candidates for V . So in the worst case, the µ-calculus
needs to check whether for each 7→ relation, a relation V can be constructed between all
operations, which is clearly infeasible.

The alternative method we consider is to, instead, record a list of executed memory op-
erations on each processor. We then consider all permutations of the memory operations
recorded. For each permutation, we need to verify that:

• relation R is satisfied by the order of operations in the permutation for all opera-
tions that chosen by the serial view (elements of P )

• the serial property is satisfied by the operations in the merged list, with respect to
the chosen 7→ relation

Again, the number of 7→ relations is |(w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
||(r,∗,∗,∗,∗)PL

|. However, in this
method, we only need to consider the permutations of all operations is a candidate
serial view, instead of each possible relation, which leads to (n ·m)! candidates, each of
which must be considered in the worst case scenario. Although it is possible to eliminate
a number of serial views immediately when the values of R and P are strict enough, even
in the best case scenario (sequential consistency) the number of candidates is equal to

the number of interleavings of the operations from all processors, which leads to (m·n)!
(n!)m

serial view candidates. In isolation, this number of candidates is feasible for small values,
as there are 252 candidates when n = 5 and m = 2, but quickly becomes infeasible, as
when n = 10 and m = 2, the number of candidates is already 184756. Additionally,
considering this is only the best case, this method does not seem feasible in general.

Therefore, we need to find a way to reduce the number of serial view candidates we
have to consider and a way to integrate the 7→ relation into the mCRL2 model. We can
combine both of these by expressing the serial view definition in a different way. To do
this, we introduce observations.
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An observation links a range of memory operations that execute on the same processor
to a specific write. The intuition behind observations is that for each write operation wi,
on every processor pi there is a range of operations that is potentially affected by it. As
the range is potentially affected by the wi, wi may not directly succeed any operation in
the range. We say that all operations in such a range observe wi, and call such a range
an observation set.

Definition 21 (Observations). Given execution EA = (PL, 7→), wi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
,

p ∈ P and a partial order R ⊂ PL × PL, we define Ô(p, wi) to be the set of valid
observation sets observing a write operation wi from processor p if for every O ∈ Ô(p, wi)

• O ⊆ (∗, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

• ∀ri ∈ (r, ∗, loc(wi), ∗, ∗)O : res(wi) = res(ri), i.e. all reads of loc(wi) in O read the
value written by wi.

• ∀oi, oj ∈ O, ok ∈ (∗, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
: R(oi, ok) ∧ R(ok, oj) =⇒ ok ∈ O, i.e. the

elements of the operation set are contiguous.

• ∀oi ∈ O : ¬R(oi, wi), i.e. the write being observed may not directly succeed the
elements observing it.

An observation set is self-observing if the write is immediately observed on the processor
performing the write.

Definition 22 (Self observing observation set). O ∈ Ô(p, wi) is self-observing if
wi ∈ O.

3.4.1. Observation sequences

For a serial view, Lemma 1 provides every read operation with a unique write operation.
Any formalism that allows the construction of a serial view should also ensure the ex-
istence of a similar unique write. However, instead of formulating it in terms of a total
order between all operations, we instead formulate by indexing the operations on the
same processor, and linking each to a unique write. For each memory location xi and
processor p and a provided relation R, we define an ordered local observation sequence
(SL(p, xi), <). This observation sequence is ordered on a total order <. Importantly, <
should also respect R.

Definition 23 (OLOS). For any execution EA = (PL, 7→), partial order R, mem-
ory location xi ∈ X and processor p, an ordered local observation sequence is a tuple
(SL(p, xi), <) such that

• SL(p, xi) is an indexed family (Owi)wi∈(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
, such that for every Owi ∈

SL(p, xi), Owi ∈ Ô(p, wi),
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• each element of (∗, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
is an element of exactly one Owi. More formally,

∀wi ∈ (∗, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
, Owi ∈ SL(p, xi):

– (∗, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
=

⋃
wi∈(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL

Owi,

– ∀wi, wj ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
: Owi ∩Owj = ∅,

• and <⊆ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
× (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

is a total order:

– ∀Owi , Owj ∈ SL(p, xi) : Owi < Owj ⊕Owi > Owj ,

– < is transitive,

• and < respects the relation R, ∀Owi , Owj ∈ SL(p, xi) : Owi < Owj =⇒ ∀oi ∈
Owi , oj ∈ Owj : R(oi, oj).

We call SL(p, xi) a local observation set (LOS).

When, for any memory location xi ∈ X, there exists an OLOS and every observation set
with operations executed on the processor that executes the write is self-observing, we
can already reformulate a subset of local consistency:

∀xi ∈ X, pi ∈ P,∃V : V ∈ SerialV iew(<LPL
(pi) |(∗, pi, x, ∗, ∗)PL

∪ (w, ∗, x, ∗, ∗)PL
.

However, to formulate any useful serial view, we need to either relate observation sets
between multiple memory locations, or observation sets from different processors. We
first relate observation sets between multiple memory locations. To do so, we define the
union of each of the LOSs that are part of an OLOS over all memory locations to be an
ordered global observation sequence (OGOS).

Definition 24 (OGOS). Given pi ∈ P and partial order R, a tuple (
⋃
xi∈X SL(pi, xi), <

) is an ordered global observation sequence (OGOS) if ∀xi ∈ X : (SL(pi, xi), < |SL(pi,xi))
is a local observation sequence and for every pair of Owi , Owj ∈

⋃
xi∈X SL(pi, xi) :

• Owi < Owj ⊕Owj < Owi and

• if Owi < Owj then ∃oi ∈ Owi: ∀oj ∈ Owj : (R(oi, oj) ∨ oi = oj),

• if Owi < Owj ∧Owj < Owk
, then Owi < Owk

.
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3.4.2. Local consistency as ordered global observation sequence

Given processor pi ∈ P, and execution EA, if it is possible to construct a OGOS, such
that each observation set observing any wi ∈ (w, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

is self observing, then it is
possible to construct a relation L, which is a good candidate to satisfy the requirements
of a serial view.

Definition 25 (Candidate serial view for local consistency). Given EA and pi ∈
P. Let (SG(pi), <) be an OGOS ordered on <LPL

(pi) such that for all wi ∈ (w, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
,

Owi is self observing. Define Lpi , Lw, Lw 7→pi , Lpi 7→w as follows

1. Lpi ⊆ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
× (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

such that

Lpi(oi, oj) iff oi <LPL
(pi) oj

2. Lw ⊆ ((w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (w, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

) × ((w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (w, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

) such
that

Lw(wi, wj) iff Owi < Owj

3. Lw→pi ⊆ ((w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (w, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

)× (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
such that

Lw→pi(wi, oi) iff oi ∈ Owi or ∃Owj ∈ SL(pi, loc(oi)) ⊆ SG(pi) : oi ∈ Owj∧Lw(wi, wj)

4. Lpi→w ⊆ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
× ((w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

\ (w, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
) such that

Lpi→w(oi, wi) iff oi /∈ Owi∧∃Owj ∈ SL(pi, loc(oi)) ⊆ SG(pi) : oi ∈ Owj∧Lw(wj , wi)

Finally, we define L = Lpi ∪ Lw ∪ Lw→pi ∪ Lpi→w.

Next, we show that L satisfies the requirements of local consistency, i.e.

L ∈ SerialV iew(PL, 7→)(<LPL
(pi) |(w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
).

For these next proofs, it is important to keep in mind that because Lpi and Lw are
directly derived from <LPL

and <, both of which are total orders, Lpi and Lw are also
total orders, and are thus semi connex, asymmetric and transitive.

Furthermore, note that Lpi , Lw, Lw→pi , Lpi→w are pairwise disjoint, which means that if
L relates two operations, exactly one of Lpi , Lw, Lw→pi , Lpi→w holds. Determining which
of these holds for any two operations is straightforward; for L(oi, oj), it is straightforward
to check whether oi and oj are part of (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
or (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

.
For example, when L(oi, oj) and both operations are executed on processor pi, then it
is clear that Lpi(oi, oj), and that none of the other subrelations relate oi and oj .

We prove that L is a serial view. First, we prove that L is semi connex over the operations
in (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, asymmetric and transitive.
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Lemma 2. L is semi connex, i.e. ∀oi, oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

: oi 6=
oj =⇒ L(oi, oj) ∨ L(oj , oi)

Proof sketch. We sketch the proof here, a detailed proof can be found on page 68. Lw
and Lpi are defined as total orders. Lpi→w relates every operation in Lpi to an operation
oj ∈ Lw, and all operations in Lw ordered before oj . Lw→pi relates all operations in Lw
to an operation in Lpi .

Lemma 3. L is asymmetric, i.e. ∀oi, oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

: ¬(L(oi, oj)∧
L(oj , oi))

Proof sketch. We sketch the proof here, a detailed proof can be found on page 69. Lw
and Lpi are defined as total orders. if Lpi→w, then ¬Lw→pi and vice versa.

Lemma 4. L is transitive, i.e. ∀oi, oj , ok ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

: (L(oi, oj)∧
L(oj , ok) =⇒ L(oi, ok))

Proof sketch. We sketch the proof here, a detailed proof can be found on page 69. Lw
and Lpi are defined as total orders. Lpi→w and Lpi extend the transitivity making L
transitive.

Using the fact that L is semi connex, asymmetric and transitive, we can show that L is
a valid serial view, showing local consistency for execution EA.

Theorem 1. Given execution EA = (PL, 7→), pi ∈ P. If

• there exists a OGOS (SG(pi), <), ordered on <LPL
(pi) and

• ∀wi ∈ (w, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, Owi ∈ SG(pi) : Owi is self-observing,

then L ∈ SerialV iewEA
(<LPL

|(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

).

Proof. We prove that L is a serial view. Therefore, we prove:

• <LPL
(pi) |(w,∗,∗,∗,∗)PL

∪(∗,pi,∗,∗,∗)PL
⊆ L

By definition, it holds that <LPL
(p) |(w,∗,∗,∗,∗)PL

∪(∗,pi,∗,∗,∗)PL
= Lpi and Lpi ⊆ L, so

<LPL
(pi) |(w,∗,∗,∗,∗)PL

∪(∗,pi,∗,∗,∗)PL
⊆ L.

• totalV iew(L, (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

),

Follows immediately from Lemma 2, Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.
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• serialEA
(L, (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
), i.e.

∀ri ∈ (r, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)(w,∗,∗,∗,∗)PL
∪(∗,pi,∗,∗,∗)PL

:

∃wi 7→ ri ∧ L(wi, ri)∧
¬∃wj ∈ (w, ∗, loc(ri), ∗, ∗)(w,∗,∗,∗,∗)PL

∪(∗,pi,∗,∗,∗)PL
: L(wi, wj) ∧ L(wj , ri) :

Fix ri ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗). We know that ∃Owi ∈ SL(pi, loc(ri)) ⊆

SG(pi, loc(ri)) : ri ∈ Owi .

We distinguish two cases:

Case 1. If proc(wi) = pi, then either wi <LPL
(pi) ri or ri <LPL

(pi) wi. Because

¬(ri <LPL
(pi) wi), it holds that wi <LPL

(pi) ri, so L(wi, ri).

Case 2. If proc(wi) 6= pi, then since ri ∈ Owi , Lw→pi(wi, ri), it follows that
L(wi, ri).

So, we know that L(wi, ri). Next, we prove that ¬∃wj ∈ (w, ∗, loc(ri), ∗, ∗) :
L(wi, wj) ∧ L(wj , ri). Towards a contradiction, suppose ∃wj ∈ (w, ∗, loc(ri), ∗, ∗) :
L(wi, wj) ∧ L(wj , ri). Then Owj ∈ SL(pi, loc(ri)) ⊆ SG(pi). If L(wi, wj), then we
distinguish four cases:

Case 1. proc(wi) = pi and proc(wj) = pi
Then, as Owi and Owj are self-observing, wi ∈ Owi , wj ∈ Owj and ri ∈ Owi .
However, Owi is an observation set, so wj ∈ Owi , which contradicts wj ∈ Owj .

Case 2. proc(wi) 6= pi and proc(wj) = pi
Then, as ri ∈ Owi , ri /∈ Owj and Owi < Owj , it follows that Lpi→w(ri, wj), which
contradicts L(wj , ri).

Case 3. proc(wi) = pi and proc(wj) 6= pi
Then, as L(wj , ri), it follows that Lw→pi(wj , ri), so either ri ∈ Owj or ri /∈
Owj ∧ ∃Owk

: ri ∈ Owk
∧ L(wj , wk). However, r ∈ Owi , implies that wk = wi,

which implies L(wj , wi), but L(wi, wj) also holds, which contradicts L being
asymmetric.

Case 4. proc(wi) 6= pi and proc(wj) 6= pi
Then, as Lw(wi, ri) it follows that Owi < Owj . By definition of wi, ri ∈ Owi .
However, since ri ∈ Owi , ri /∈ Owj , so L(ri, wj), which contradicts the assumption
L(wj , ri).

So, ¬∃wj ∈ (w, ∗, loc(ri), ∗, ∗) : L(wi, wj) ∧ L(wj , ri). Therefore

serialEA
(L, (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
).
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Hence
L ∈ SerialV iewEA

(<LPL
(pi |(w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
).

3.4.3. A general serial view as observation set

To express any serial view that needs to respect the program order instead of the local
order, we need to relate observation sets on distinct processors. The core idea is that
we ensure that the order of observation sets is the same on all processors. When two
processors agree on the order of observations, we call them co-consistent.

However, this constraint is too strict in itself. Because the goal is to build a serial view,
when an observation set does not contain any load operations to the location being
observed, the order of an observation set relative to others is not significant, as it will
not influence the constructed serial view. Furthermore, most serial views only require
an order between operations in a specific subset of a PLR.

So instead, we only require this property for observation sets that contain at least one
load to the observed memory location. Second, we only require this for observation sets
containing operations from P , a subset of a PLR. This leads to the following definition
of co-consistency.

Definition 26. Given execution EA = (PL, 7→) and a set of operations P ⊆ PL. Given
pi, pj ∈ P, two OGOSs SG(pi) and SG(pj) are co-consistent for P if for any wi, wj ∈
(w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, Owi , Owj ∈ SG(pi), O
′
wi
, O′wj

∈ SG(pj), if

(r, loc(wi), ∗, ∗, ∗)Owi∩P 6= ∅ ∧ (r, loc(wi), ∗, ∗, ∗)O′
wi
∩P 6= ∅ ∧

(r, loc(wj), ∗, ∗, ∗)Owj∩P 6= ∅ ∧ (r, loc(wj), ∗, ∗, ∗)O′
wj
∩P 6= ∅ ∧

Owi < Owj

then ¬(O′wj
< O′wi

) and ∀oi ∈ (Owi ∪O′wi
), oj ∈ (Owj ∪O′wj

) : ¬R(oj , oi)

Using co-consistency, the existence of an OGOS, and every observation set being a self-
observing observation set, we can reformulate the serial view for an arbitrary relation R
and PLR subset P .

Definition 27 (Candidate for general serial view). Given execution EA = (PL, 7→
). Given partial order R and P ⊆ PL. Let (SG(p), <p) be an OGOS for each p ∈ P. For
each p ∈ P, we define Cp, and for each wi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, we define Cwi as follows

• Cp(oi, oj) iff

Owi ∈ S(proc(oi)), Owj ∈ SG(proc(oj)),

O′wi
∈ SG(p), O′wj

∈ SG(p), oi ∈ Owi ∧ oj ∈ Owj :

O′wi
<p O

′
wj
∧ (r, loc(wi), ∗, ∗, ∗)O′

wi
∩P 6= ∅ ∧ (r, loc(wj), ∗, ∗, ∗)O′

wj
∩P 6= ∅,
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i.e. when the value observed by oi is observed on a processor p before the value
observed by oj is observed on p

• CP(oi, oj) iff ∃p ∈ P : Cp(oi, oj)∨∃ok : CP(oi, ok)∧CP(ok, oj)∧ proc(oi) 6= proc(oj)

• Cwi(oi, oj) iff

(oi = wi∨R(oi, oj))∧∃Owi ∈ SG(proc(oi)), O
′
wi
∈ SG(proc(oj)) : oi ∈ Owi , oj ∈ O′wi

Let C = (CP ∪
⋃
wi∈(w,∗,∗,∗,∗)PL

Cwi).

Unfortunately, C is not asymmetric in general. Given P = {pi, pj , pk, pL, pM , pN}, X =
{x}, V = {v0, v1, v2, v3} and PLR:

PL = {(wr, pL, x, v0, 0), (wr, pM , x, v1, 0), (wr, pN , x, v2, 0),

(rr, pi, x, v0, 0), (rr, pi, x, v1, 1),

(rr, pj , x, v1, 0), (rr, pj , x, v2, 1),

(rr, pk, x, v2, 0), (rr, pk, x, v0, 1)}.

This PLR executes two read operations on processors pi, pj , pk and one write operation
on processors pL, pM , pN . For this, we can construct an OGOS as follows:

Owi = {(wr, pL, x, v0, 0), (rr, pi, x, v0, 0), (rr, pk, x, v0, 1)},
Owj = {(wr, pM , x, v1, 0), (rr, pi, x, v1, 1), (rr, pj , x, v1, 0)},
Owk

= {(wr, pN , x, v1, 0), (rr, pj , x, v2, 1), (rr, pk, x, v2, 0)},

This OGOS is co-consistent on P = (∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
and R =<PO for every pair of

processors. However, when we define C for this any execution containing this PLR
using Definition 26, the resulting relation is not asymmetric. However, this problem only
occurs when the number of processors is greater than 2. Because it is computationally
infeasible to verify a multiprocessor with more than 2 processors, for the rest of this
section, we assume that |P| = 2.

Lemma 5. If P = {p0, p1}, then C is asymmetric, i.e. ∀oi, oj ∈ P : C(oi, oj) =⇒
¬C(oj , oi)

Proof sketch. We sketch the proof here, a detailed proof can be found on page 71. There
are two cases. If ∃wi : Cwi(oi, oj), then it follows from the asymmetry of R. When
CP(oi, oj), we rely on the limited number of processors, which is too small for a coun-
terexample to exist.

Lemma 6. C is transitive, i.e. ∀oi, oj , ok ∈ P : (C(oi, oj) ∧ C(oj , ok) =⇒ C(oi, ok))
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Proof sketch. We sketch the proof here, a detailed proof can be found on page 72. We
use a case distinction. If ∃wi : Cwi(oi, oj) ∧ Cwi(oj , ok), then we use the fact that R is
transitive. If one of the relations is CP and the other is Cwi , then we use the fact that
the pair related by Cwi shares an observation set, and the one occurring in CP can be
replaced with the other element related by Cwi .

If both pairs are related by CP, then we either directly use the definition, or remark that
the first element of the first pair, and the last element of the last pair share a processor,
which means that we can use the transitivity of the <p relation.

Because C is transitive and asymmetric, we can define Cext as a linear extension of C.

Definition 28 (Cext). Cext is a linear extension of C

Next, we show that Cext is a serial view for order R, if R only relates operations that
either observe the same observation, or observe two different observations that are both
also observed on a processor shared between them. This extra condition could be relaxed,
in future work, but simplifies the proof considerably, while still providing a useful result,
as most interesting candidates of R satisfy this condition. For example <PO, 7→ and
(<PO ∪ 7→)+ all satisfy this condition. Note that because C was only asymmetric for
two processors, we require the same condition for the next theorem.

Theorem 2. Given execution EA = (PL, 7→). Given partial order R and P ⊆ PL. If

• for each pi ∈ P, there exists a OGOS SG(pi), ordered on <LPL
(pi),

• ∀pi ∈ P, wi ∈ (w, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, Owi ∈ SG(pi) : Owi is self-observing and

• for each pair of pi, pj ∈ P: SG(pi) and SG(pj) are co-consistent on P

• if R(oi, oj), then ∃p ∈ P : Cp(oi, oj) ∨ ∃wi : Cwi(oi, oj).

• P = {pi, pj}.

Then Cext ∈ SerialV iewEA
(R|P ).

Proof. We prove that Cext is a serial view. Therefore, we prove the following clauses:

• (R|P ) ⊆ Cext

Suppose R(oi, oj)|P . Then we can distinguish two cases.

Case 1. if ∃p ∈ P : Cp(oi, oj), then C(oi, oj), so Cext(oi, oj).

Case 2. if ∃wi : Cwi(oi, oj), then C(oi, oj), so Cext(oi, oj).

• totalV iew(Cext, P )

Holds by definition, as Cext is a linear extension of C.
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• serialEA
(Cext, P , i.e. ∀ri ∈ (r, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)P : ∃wi 7→ r ∧ Cext(wi, ri) ∧ ¬∃wj ∈

(w, ∗, loc(ri), ∗, ∗)P : Cext(wi, wj) ∧ Cext(wj , ri)

Fix ri. Then ∃Owi : ri ∈ Owi such that Cwi(wi, oi). Assume ∃wj : Cext(wi, wj) ∧
Cext(wj , oi) towards a contradiction. BecauseOwj ∈ SG(proc(wj)) is self-observing,
wj ∈ Owj . Because loc(wi) = loc(wj), ¬∃O′wi

∈ SG(proc(wj)) such that wj ∈ O′wi
,

so Cext(wj , wi) ∨ Cext(oi, wj).

So Cext is a serial view.

3.5. Observation Sets in µ-calculus

In the previous section, we introduced observation sets and local and global observation
sequences. Using these concepts, we defined two properties, self observing observation
sets and co-consistency. In this section, we develop a way of verifying the conditions
from Theorem 1 and some of the conditions from Theorem 2 for an mCRL2 model using
µ-calculus.

Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are formulated in terms of executions. As such, we need to
characterize the executions allowed by the mCRL2 model.

In the mCRL2 model, we can represent an execution as a set of traces. Each of these
traces represents a single interleaving of the memory operations from the PLR. When
a property holds for every trace allowed by the mCRL2 model, then the property also
holds for each execution allowed by the mCRL2 model.

Both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 require the existence of an OGOS, which we need to
express in the context of mCRL2 models. We start by expressing observation sets in
µ-calculus.

3.5.1. Observation sets in mCRL2

Recall that Instruction Processor process in the mCRL2 model executes memory opera-
tions by a sequence of two commands, a start op action and a end op action, where op
can either be store or load. Because these actions are always executed in a sequence,
we ignore the start op actions and only concern ourselves with the end op actions.

The following lemma shows that if all traces allowed by an mCRL2 model satisfy a
number of conditions, then the model only allows executions for which it is possible to
construct an observation set using all operations executed on a processor p ∈ P.

These conditions ensure that for an observation set for write wi and p ∈ P, all load
operations to loc(wi) also have the result res(wi). Furthermore, they ensure that wi
may not succeed any other of the operations in the observation set.
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Lemma 7. For any p ∈ P, let τ be a trace allowed by the mCRL2 model. Let τ ′ be a
filtered trace of τ , where each mCRL2 action is either end load(ri) or end store(wi),
where wi ∈ (w, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

and ri ∈ (r, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
. If given any wj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

,
the following conditions hold for τ ′ = a1, a2, . . . , an:

• for all aI ∈ τ ′, if aI = end load(rj), and loc(wj) = loc(rj), then res(wj) =
res(ri), i.e. any load from the variable of the write being observed returns the
same result as the result of the write

• if a0 = end store(wi) or ¬∃aI ∈ τ ′, wi ∈ (w, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
: aI = end store(wi),

i.e. the store may not succeed any other operation in the observation set

Then, if an execution is allowed by this model, it is possible to construct an observation
set over all operations executed on processor p.

Proof. We show that it is possible to construct an observation set for any execution
allowed by an mCRL2 model following these conditions.

We construct the observation set O as follows:

oI ∈ O iff ∃aI ∈ τ ′, such that aI = end store(oI) or aI = end load(oI)

We need to show that all of the clauses of Definition 21 hold for the constructed obser-
vation set:

• O ⊆ (∗, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

As aI ∈ τ ′ and aI = end store(oI) or aI = end load(oI), we know that ∀oI ∈
O : oI ∈ (∗, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

• ∀ri ∈ (r, ∗, loc(wi), ∗, ∗)O : res(wi) = res(ri)
Because loc(wi) = loc(ri) and ∃aI ∈ τ ′ : aI = end load(ri), so res(wi) = res(ri).

• ∀oi, oj ∈ O, ok ∈ (∗, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
: R(oi, ok) ∧R(ok, oj) =⇒ ok ∈ O

As τ ′ is a trace, and thus a total order, and τ ′ covers all memory operations on
thread p, this is true by construction.

• ∀oi ∈ O : ¬R(oi, wi)
wi must be executed as the first operation, or may not be in the trace, so it is not
ordered before any other operation in the observation set.

So the constructed O is a valid observation set such that O ∈ Ô(p, wi).
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3.5.2. Local Consistency for Single Processor mCRL2 model

Of course, for any meaningful mCRL2 models of processors, it will not be possible to
construct an observation set covering all memory operations per processor. Instead, we
need to distinguish between different observation sets, so we need to mark the mCRL2
actions in some way. Unfortunately, modeling observation sets as actual sets in mCRL2
is inconvenient, both for modeling in mCRL2, and writing µ-calculus formulas. Instead,
we make observations a part of the mCRL2 model in a different way and model the
observation sets as mCRL2 actions. This means that the mCRL2 model needs to include
observe(p, wi) actions for any p ∈ P and wi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

. The following lemma
shows that if all mCRL2 traces satisfy certain conditions, then it is only possible to
construct an OLOS for every execution allowed by the mCRL2 model.

Lemma 8. For any p ∈ P, let τ be a trace allowed by the mCRL2 model. Let τ ′ be a
filtered trace of τ where each mCRL2 action is either end load(ri), end store(wi) or
observe(p, wj), where wi ∈ (w, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, ri ∈ (r, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
and wj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

.
If given x ∈ X, every τ ′ = a0, a1, . . . , an follows the following conditions:

• a0 = observe(pi, wi) ∨ (a0 = end store(wi) ∧ a1 = observe(pi, wi)), i.e. every
memory operation represented by an mCRL2 action is part of an observation set

• for aI ∈ τ ′ if aI = observe(p, wi), then ∀aJ ∈ τ ′ \ {aI} : aJ 6= observe(p, wi),
i.e. an observation is never repeated

• for each pair aI , aJ where I < J , aI = observe(p, wi), if for every ak ∈ {aI , . . . , aJ}\
{aI}: ak = observe(p, wk) =⇒ loc(wk) 6= loc(wi), then for any M , such that
I < M < J , if aM = end load(rj), and loc(wi) = loc(rj), then res(wi) = res(rj),
i.e. for any observation action, if any sequence of actions executed after it does
not contain an observation action to the same variable, then all end load actions
return the result of the write being observed by the observation action.

• if aI = end store(wi), aK = end load(ri) ∨ aK = end load(ri) and aJ =
observe(pi, wi) such that loc(ri) = loc(wi) ∈ Owi, then (K < J) ∨ (I < K), i.e.
if a load is part of an observation set, and the store being observed is too, then the
store may not precede that load

then it is possible to construct an OLOS for each execution allowed by the mCRL2 model.

Proof. We show that it is possible to construct an observation set for any execution
allowed by an mCRL2 model following these conditions.

We construct an OLOS (SL(p, x), <L) by constructing sets Õwi and O′wi
for each write

in (w, ∗, x, ∗, ∗)PL
. Here O′wi

is the set of operations between two observations. Õwi is a
set that possibly contains wi and operations between wi and the observation.

• given wi ∈ (w, ∗, x, ∗, ∗)PL
, for each pair of actions aI , aK if

– aI = observe(p, wi),
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– aK = observe(p, wi),

– I < K,

– ¬∃J ∈ N, wj ∈ (w, ∗, x, ∗, ∗)PL
: I < J < K: aJ = observe(p, wj)

then construct O′wi
such that oj ∈ Owi iff ∃M ∈ N : I < M < K: aM =

end load(oi) or aM = end store(oi)

• given wi ∈ (w, ∗, x, ∗, ∗)PL
, for each pair of action aI , aK if

– aI = end store(wi),

– aK = observe(p, wi),

– ¬∃J ∈ N, wj ∈ (w, ∗, x, ∗, ∗)PL
: I < J < K: aJ = load(oi), where loc(oi) =

loc(wi)

then construct Õwi such that oj ∈ Õwi iff ∃M ∈ N : I ≤ M < K: aM =
end load(oi) or aM = end store(oi)

• given wi, wj ∈ (w, ∗, x, ∗, ∗)PL
, if

– aI = observe(p, wi),

– aJ = observe(p, wj),

– I < J

then Owi <L Owj .

Then we show that ((O′wi
∪ Õwi)wi∈(w,∗,x,∗,∗)PL

, <L) is an OLOS. We need to show that
all of the clauses of Definition 23 hold for the constructed observation set hold:

• ∀p ∈ P, x ∈ X : SL(p, x) is an indexed family (Owi)wi∈(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
, such that for

every Owi ∈ SL(p, xi), Owi ∈ Ô(p, wi).

SL(p, x) is an index family by definition. We only need to show that each Owi ∈
Ô(p, wi).

Fix Owi ∈ SL(p, x). Each operation in Owi is an element of O′wi
or Õwi . We

can build a trace τ̃ such that ∀aI ∈ τ ′, aI ∈ τ̃ if aI = end store(oi) or aI =
end load(oi) and oi ∈ Õwi . τ̃ satisfies the conditions for Lemma 7, so O′wi

∈
Ô(p, wi). Similarly, if we build τ̃ with elements of Õwi , we can similarly show that
Õwi ∈ Ô(p, wi. If we combine these two traces, Lemma 7 still holds. Thus, Owi is
an observation set.

• (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
=

⋃
wi∈(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL

Owi

Holds by construction, as all mCRL2 actions are executed in a sequence, and thus
divided between observation sets.
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• ∀wi, wj ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
: Owi ∩Owj = ∅.

Holds because store an load operations are not repeated.

• ∀Owi , Owj ∈ SL(pi, xi) : Owi <L Owj ⊕Owi > Owj ,

Holds because ∀n,m ∈ N : n < m⊕m < n.

• <L is transitive

Because < on N is transitive, <L is transitive

• ∀Owi , Owj ∈ SL(pi, xi) : Owi <L Owj =⇒ ∀oi ∈ Owi , oj ∈ Owj : R(oi, oj)

Holds because τ follows <PO and τ ′ is a filtered trace of τ .

So the constructed ((O′wi
∪ Õwi)wi∈(w,∗,x,∗,∗)PL

, <L) is a valid OLOS.

We can reuse these conditions to verify the existence of a GOS. To do so, we need to
verify that these conditions hold for each xi ∈ X. By construction, this GOS is also
an OGOS, as the order between the observation operations is a valid order for <SG(pi).
The following lemma shows that if every mCRL2 trace allowed by an mCRL2 model
satisfies the conditions from Lemma 8, then it is possible to construct an OGOS for
every execution allowed by the mCRL2 model.

Lemma 9. For any p ∈ P, let τ be a trace allowed by the mCRL2 model. Let τ ′ be a
filtered trace of τ where each mCRL2 action is either end load(ri), end store(wi) or
observe(p, wj), where wi ∈ (w, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, ri ∈ (r, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
and wj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

.
If every τ ′ = a0, a1, . . . , an follows the conditions from Lemma 8 for every x ∈ X, then
an OGOS exists for any execution allowed by the mCRL2 model.

Proof. An OGOS is simply the union all OLOS, and if Lemma 8 holds for each x ∈ X,
then an OLOS exists for each x ∈ X. Because the indices of the mCRL2 actions are the
same for each x ∈ X, the same order works for an OGOS.

The existence of an OGOS satisfies the first condition of Lemma 1. The other require-
ment asserts that every observation set in the GOS is self-observing, which is straightfor-
ward to verify. The next lemma shows that if all mCRL2 traces allowed by an mCRL2
model satisfy Lemma 9 and one additional condition, then the mCRL2 model only allows
executions for which it is possible to construct an OGOS where each write is immediately
observed on the processor that executes it.

Lemma 10. For any p ∈ P, let τ be a trace allowed by the mCRL2 model. Let τ ′ be
a filtered trace of τ where each mCRL2 action is either end load(ri), end store(wi) or
observe(p, wj), where wi ∈ (w, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, ri ∈ (r, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
and wj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

.
If every τ ′ = a0, a1, . . . , an follows the conditions from Lemma 8 for every x ∈ X, and
follows the following additional condition:
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• if aI = end store(wi), aK = end load(ri) and aJ = observe(pi, wi) such that
loc(ri) = loc(wi) ∧ ri ∈ Owi, then (K < I) ∨ (J < K), i.e. a load operation
following a store may not be part of the previous observation set

then ∀wi ∈ (w, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, Owi ∈ SG(p): Owi is self-observing.

Proof. Use Lemma 9 to construct an OGOS for trace τ ′. Each observation set Owi in
the constructed OGOS is split into two parts, Õwi and O′wi

. This additional rule ensures

that if the store operation is not in O′wi
, that it is always part of Õwi .

3.5.3. Local consistency in µ-calculus

Before expressing these lemmas as µ-calculus formulas, we need to shrink the scope
of them slightly. Both Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 require a conjunction over a set of
memory operations. As these memory operation contain an index, naively verifying the
property for all memory operations will not terminate. Instead, we define a parameter
m max operation id such that

m max operation id = arg max
i∈N

((∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, i)PL
).

The first µ-calculus formula verifies that for a processor p, after an observation event,
until another observation event happens to the same variable, but with a different value,
every load to the variable of the observation by processor p will return the value of that
observation.

Listing 3.1: 1a.gos.mcf

1 [true*]

2 forall p1: CoreID.

3 forall w1p1: CoreID , w1a1: Address , w1b1: Byte , w1n1: Nat.

4 val( w1n1 <= m_max_operation_id) =>

5 [(observe(p1 ,w1a1 ,w1b1 ,w1n1 ,w1p1))] (

6 % Forbid any load that has a different result from w1

7 ([

8 (!(exists wendp1: CoreID , wendb1: Byte , wendn1 : Nat. (

9 val(

10 wendn1 <= m_max_operation_id &&

11 wendb1 != w1b1

12 ) &&

13 observe(p1 , w1a1 , wendb1 , wendn1 , wendp1)

14 )))*.

15 % If it ends in any end_load with with the same processor , location ,

but a different value

16 (exists rjb1: Byte , rjn1: Nat.

17 (val(rjb1 != w1b1 && rjn1 <= m_max_operation_id && end_load(p1 , w1a1 ,

rjb1 , rjn1)))

18 )

19 % Then it is forbidden
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20 ]false)

21 )

In principle, the second µ-calculus formula should verify that the first operation on a
processor is an observation. However, making sure that each processor observes each
memory location complicates the mCRL2 model for barely any benefit. Instead, we just
assume that the observation events are executed before the start of the mCRL2 model.
As a consequence, the µ-calculus formula instead verifies that the operations executed
before the first observation also satisfy the requirements of the OGOS.

Because the mCRL2 actions are executed in a sequence, we only need to verify that until
an explicit observation event happens on processor p for a memory location x, each load
to x should return the value of the implicit observation (c data undefined).

Listing 3.2: 1b.gos.mcf

1 forall p1: CoreID , x1: Address.

2 [

3 (!(

4 exists w1b1: Byte , w1p1: CoreID , w1n1: Nat.

5 val(w1n1 <= m_max_operation_id) &&

6 observe(p1 , x1 , w1b1 , w1n1 , w1p1)

7 ))*.

8 exists w1b1: Byte , w1n1: Nat.

9 val(w1n1 <= m_max_operation_id && w1b1 != c_data_undefined) &&

10 end_load(p1,x1,w1b1 ,w1n1)

11 ]false

The third µ-calculus formula verifies that observations are never repeated. The formula
verifies that any sequence of mCRL2 actions that contains an observation event is not
followed by the same observation event.

Listing 3.3: 1c.gos.mcf

1 [true*]

2 forall p1: CoreID.

3 % Forbid duplicate observations

4 forall w1p1: CoreID , w1a1: Address , w1b1: Byte , n: Nat. (val(n <=

m_max_operation_id) => [

5 observe(p1 , w1a1 , w1b1 , n, w1p1) .

6 true* .

7 observe(p1 , w1a1 , w1b1 , n, w1p1)

8 ] false)

The fourth µ-calculus formula verifies that for any observation set, the second mCRL2
action executed is a store, or the store being observed is not in the observation set.

More specifically, given any sequence of mCRL2 actions, the µ-calculus formula verifies
that if the sequence contains an observation event, and then contains a load to the
memory location of the observation, then the store action that was being observed may
not follow that observation.
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Listing 3.4: 1d.gos.mcf

1 [true*]

2 forall p1: CoreID , w1a1: Address , w1b1: Byte , w1n1: Nat. val(w1n1 <=

m_max_operation_id) => (

3 % A value may not be observed

4 [

5 % If a write is observed on the processor executing the store

6 (observe(p1,w1a1 ,w1b1 ,w1n1 ,p1)).

7
8 % then for any load in the observation set

9 (!(exists r1a1: Address , r1b1: Byte , r1n1: Nat. end_load(p1 , r1a1 ,

r1b1 , r1n1) || (val(r1a1 != w1a1) && end_store(p1, r1a1 , r1b1 ,

r1n1))))*.

10 (exists r1a1: Address , r1b1: Byte , r1n1: Nat. (end_load(p1 , r1a1 ,

r1b1 , r1n1) || (val(r1a1 != w1a1) && end_store(p1, r1a1 , r1b1 , r1n1)))).

11
12 % that load may never precede the store

13 (true)*.

14 (end_store(p1 , w1a1 , w1b1 , w1n1))

15 ]false

16 )

Finally, to verify local consistency, we need to verify that each observation set on the
same processor as the observed write is self-observing. The next µ-calculus property
verifies that.

Given any sequence of mCRL2 actions, the µ-calculus formula verifies that if a store
operation is executed before it is observed, then it is not loaded before it is observed.

Listing 3.5: 2.selfobserving.mcf

1 forall pi: CoreID. forall wia1: Address , wib1: Byte , win1: Nat.

2 val(win1 < m_max_operation_id) => [

3 % if a store was not already observed

4 ((!observe(pi, wia1 , wib1 , win1 , pi))*).

5 % and then the store operation completes

6 end_store(pi , wia1 , wib1 , win1).

7 % if it is not observed

8 ((!observe(pi, wia1 , wib1 , win1 , pi))*).

9 % and a load is executed

10 exists rib1: Byte , rin1: Nat. (end_load(pi,wia1 ,rib1 , rin1))

11 % then the observation set conditions are violated

12 ]false

When the conjunction of these µ-calculus formulas holds, we can state the following
theorem.

Theorem 3. If the µ-calculus formulas from Listing 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 hold on
the mCRL2 model, then

∀p ∈ P,∃V : V = SerialV iewEA
(<LPL

|(∗, p, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

)
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Proof. For this proof, we assume that the µ-calculus formulas correctly verify the condi-
tions from Lemma 9 and Lemma 10. Then, if the µ-calculus formulas from Listing 3.1,
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 hold, then by Lemma 9, there exists an OGOS for every execution
allowed by the mCRL2 model.

If the µ-calculus formula from Listing 3.5 holds, by Lemma 10, then ∀wi ∈ (w, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
,

Owi ∈ SG(p) : Owi is self-observing.

So Theorem 1 shows that

∀p ∈ P,∃V : V = SerialV iewEA
(<LPL

|(∗, p, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

)
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4. The C++ memory model in µ-calculus

Using the µ-calculus properties from Chapter 3, it is possible to show that every execu-
tion allowed by an mCRL2 model satisfies the local consistency memory model. How-
ever, our goal is to verify that an mCRL2 model satisfies the C++ memory model,
which clearly is stronger than local consistency, as it supports synchronization opera-
tions. To show that every execution allowed by an mCRL2 model satisfies the C++
memory model, we need to express co-consistency (Definition 26) in µ-calculus, as the
C++ memory model relates operations between different threads.

Because co-consistency relates observation sets between distinct processors, the R ref-
erenced by Definition 26 may relate two operations when they are not ordered in the
program order. As a consequence, it is not possible to express this in µ-calculus gener-
ically for every possible R. So before we can use the theory in Chapter 3, we need to
express the C++ memory model as a serial view with a specific value of R. We first
discuss a formalization of the C++ execution model. Then, we discuss the C++ memory
model. Finally, we express a set of sufficient conditions for the C++ memory model as a
serial view, and prove that if the serial view exists, that the C++ memory model holds.
We end the chapter by expressing a subset of the C++ memory model as a µ-calculus
formula.

4.1. C++ execution model

Although the abstract execution model provides a relatively simple basis to discuss
memory consistency models, the C and C++ memory models are defined in terms of an
alternative execution model. Before we can analyze the C and C++ memory models, we
need to analyze the differences between these and the abstract execution model. As C++
is the most recently updated version of the execution model, and the C memory model
will eventually follow similar developments, we mostly focus on the C++ variant.

While the C++ standard is a formal document, it is still written in a natural language,
which means it is possible that multiple possible interpretations exist. In the rest of this
thesis, we use the formalization of the C++ memory model from [2].

The C++ execution model is considerably more complex than the abstract model. This
complexity exists for two reasons. While in the abstract execution model, there are 4
operations (2 types of operations, and two memory orders), in C++, there are 27 memory
operations (6 memory orders, 4 memory order dependent operations, and 3 memory
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order independent operations). For example, the C++ memory model supports fences
and locks. The other reason for the complexity is that in C++, threads are dynamically
allocated, while processors in the abstract execution model are static. To deal with this
complexity, the C++ memory model is divided into three concepts, a pre-execution, an
execution witness and a candidate execution.

As the mCRL2 model only supports the four operations defined in the abstract model,
and does not allow dynamically created threads, we can simplify the C++ execution
model.

4.1.1. Simplified C++ execution model

A pre-execution aims to capture all relevant information that can be obtained from the
control flow of a program. Similarly to how in the abstract execution model any program
P leads to multiple possible PLRs, a single C++ program leads to many pre-executions.
In C++, this is even more evident, as any conditional statement will lead to multiple
different pre-executions. In this simplified version, we define a separate pre-execution
for every PLR.

For our purposes, a pre-execution is characterized by a PLR, a set of all processors, a
set of all memory locations and a relation called the program order between operations
on the same thread (which is called sequenced before in the C++ execution model).

Definition 29. A pre-execution is a tuple EP = (PL,X,Pε, <PO), where PL is a PLR,
X is a set of memory locations, Pε, is a set of processes and <PO is a partial order
similar to <PO in the abstract execution model (Definition 18)

An execution witness aims to capture the dynamic set of relations that cannot be ob-
tained directly from the control flow of the program. For our purposes, this includes the
writes-to relation (called reads from in [2]) and a modification order for each memory
location. Given a pre-execution, there are multiple possible execution-witnesses.

Definition 30. Given a pre-execution EP = (PL,X,Pε, <PO), an execution witness is
modeled as a tuple

EW (EP ) = (EP , 7→C++,
⋃
xi∈X

<mo(xi))

where

• 7→C++ is a relation between write and read operations (respecting the conditions of
7→),

• <mo(xi) is a total order between write operations on memory location xi.
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A candidate execution combines a pre-execution with an execution witness, and addi-
tionally includes a set of relations which differs depending on the memory model. We
consider three partial orders between subsets of operations called happens before, syn-
chronizes with and release sequence.

The distinction of an execution witness and a candidate execution is not particularly
useful for our purposes, so we directly define the candidate execution as an extension to
the execution witness.

Definition 31. Given a pre-execution EP = (PL,X,Pε, <PO), a candidate execution is
modeled as a tuple

EC(EP ) = (EP , 7→C++,
⋃
xi∈X

<mo(xi), <hb, <sw, <rs)

where

• 7→C++ is a relation between write and read operations (respecting the conditions of
7→),

• <mo(x) is a relation between write operations on memory location v and

• <hb is a partial relation between operations in PL.

• <sw is a partial relation between operations in PL.

• <rs is a partial relation between operations in PL.

4.2. The C++ memory model

A multiprocessor satisfies the C++ memory model if for any allowed pre-execution, there
exists a candidate execution satisfying a number of constraints [2]. The specifics of these
constraints depend on the part of the memory model used.

For the release-acquire memory model, there is a consistency predicate for a candidate
execution, which depends on various other predicates.

First a candidate execution is well formed if <mo(x) is a total order, and each read
operation reads from a single write operation. This predicate is a combination of the
well formed rf and consistent mo predicates from [2].

Definition 32 (Well formed candidate execution). Given a pre-execution

EP = (PL,X,Pε, <PO),

a candidate execution

EC(EP ) = (EP , 7→C++,
⋃
xi∈X

<mo(xi), <hb, <sw, <rs).

is well-formed if the following conditions hold:
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• ∀ri ∈ (r, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
: |{wi ∈ PL|wi 7→C++ ri}| = 1, i.e. 7→C++ maps every read to

a single write

• ∀xi ∈ X :<mo(xi) is semi connex over all operations in (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

• ∀xi ∈ X :<mo(xi) is transitive and irreflexive

Second, memory coherency focuses on the modification order of each memory location.
These conditions are modeled after common cache coherency protocols. The goal of
these operations is to specify a single source of truth for each memory location. The
requirements express that when there is a causal ordering between two operations to the
same variable, it is reflected in the modification order in some way. This predicate is
equivalent to the coherent memory use predicate from [2].

Definition 33 (memory coherent candidate execution). Given a pre-execution εp =
(PL,Pε, <PO), a well formed candidate execution

EC(EP ) = (EP , 7→C++,
⋃
xi∈X

<mo(xi), <hb, <sw, <rs).

is memory coherent on memory location xi ∈ X if the following conditions hold:

• ∀w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
: w1 <hb w2 =⇒ w1 <mo(xi) w2

•
∀w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

, r1 ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
:

w1 <hb r1 ∧ w2 7→C++ r1 =⇒ w1 <mo(xi) w2

•
∀w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

, r1 ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
:

r1 <hb w1 ∧ w2 7→C++ r1 =⇒ w2 <mo(xi) w1

•
∀w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

, r1, r2 ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
:

r1 <hb r2 ∧ w1 7→C++ r1 ∧ w2 7→C++ r2 =⇒ w1 <mo(xi) w2

Third, Consistency determines whether a candidate execution is valid under the memory
model. Besides demanding well-formedness and memory coherency, it requires synchro-
nizes with and the happens before relations to contain specific elements, and it for-
bids contradictions between 7→ and <hb. This is a combination of the consistent hb,
release acquire relaxed relations and consistent atomic rf predicates from [2].

Definition 34 (consistent candidate execution). Given a pre-execution

EP = (PL,X,Pε, <PO),

a candidate execution

EC(EP ) = (EP , 7→C++,
⋃
xi∈X

<mo(xi), <hb, <sw, <rs).

is consistent for the release-acquire atomic C++ memory model if the following condi-
tions hold:
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• EC(EP ) is well formed

• EC(EP ) is coherent for all x ∈ X

• for every ri ∈ (rsa, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗), wi ∈ (wsr, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, if wi 7→C++ ri then wi <sw ri

• for every wi ∈ (wsr, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, wj ∈ (w, proc(wi), loc(wi), ∗, ∗)PL

: if wi <mo(loc(wi))

wj and ¬(∃wk ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (w, proc(wi), xi, ∗, ∗)PL

such that wi <mo(loc(wi))

wk ∧wk <mo(loc(wi)) wj) then wi <rs wj, i.e. whenever two write operations to the
same memory location on the same processor are not interleaved with a write from
another processor to the same memory location

• for every ri ∈ (rsa, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗), wi ∈ (wsr, proc(wi), ∗, ∗, ∗), wj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗), if
wi <rs wj and wj 7→C++ ri then wi <sw ri

• for every oi, oj ∈ PL, if oi <PO oj, then oi <hb oj

• for every oi, oj ∈ PL, if oi <sw oj, then oi <hb oj

• <hb is irreflexive

• ∀ri ∈ (r, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, wi ∈ (w, ∗, loc(ri), ∗, ∗)PL

: wi 7→C++ ri =⇒ ¬(ri <hb wi)

4.3. The C++ memory model as SerialView

The definition of the C++ memory model is very different from the serial view definition
in the abstract execution model. To simplify further analysis of the C++ memory model
we reformulate it as a serial view.

To do so, we construct a mapping that returns a candidate execution from a given
execution, and proof that any such resulting candidate execution is consistent.

The C++ memory model defines the <sw and the <hb relations. The first step is to
construct equivalents from an execution.

Definition 34 requires that both <PO and <sw are included in the <hb relation and that
<hb is transitive. The smallest set satisfying these properties is the transitive closure of
the union of <PO and <sw(EA).

We define <sw(EA) such that it orders two operations wi and ri whenever wi is of type
wsa, ri is of type rsr and one of

• wi 7→ ri, or

• another write wj follows wi in the program order and wj 7→ ri

The first of these is a direct consequence of Definition 34, whereas the second ensures
that an acquire operation synchronizes with any write executed after a release, instead
of just with a release operation.
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Definition 35. Given execution EA = (PL, 7→). We define

• <sw(EA) such that, for every wi ∈ (wsr, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗), ri ∈ (rra, ∗, loc(wi), ∗, ∗), wi <sw(EA)

ri holds if

– wi 7→ ri, or

– ∃wj ∈ (w, proc(wi), loc(wi), ∗, ∗) : wi <PO wj ∧ wj 7→ ri

• <hb(EA)= (<PO ∪ <sw(EA))
+

This definition of <sw(EA) is slightly stricter than required by Definition 34, but is
independent of the exact interleaving of write operations. In fact, most C++ implemen-
tations use this stricter definition [2].

To find a serial view that could correspond to the C++ memory model we mostly look
at Definition 33, in which an order is constructed between the write operations accessing
a single memory location. Furthermore, these conditions demand that the order respects
the <hb relation. Therefore, a serial view with a P equal to (∗, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

and an R of
<hb, called the location order seems to be a good candidate.

Definition 36 (Location Order). Given an execution EA = (PL, 7→). A location or-
der <lo(xi) on memory location xi ∈ X is a serial view :

<lo(xi)∈ SerialV iewEA
(<hb(EA) |(∗, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

)

We define a mapping EA→C(EA), that maps any execution EA to a candidate execu-
tion.

Definition 37. Given an execution EA = (PL, 7→), we define

EA→C(EA) = (EP ,
⋃
xi∈X

7→lo(xi),
⋃
xi∈X

<mo(xi), <hb(EA), <sw(EA), <rs)

where

• 7→lo(xi)=7→sv((∗,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
,<lo(xi

,7→) and

• <mo(xi)=<lo(xi) |(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL

• EP = (PL,X,Pε, <PO)

• <rs= {(wi, wj) ∈ (wsr, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
× (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

|
wj ∈ (wsr, proc(wi), loc(wi), ∗, ∗)PL

∧
wi <mo(loc(wi)) wj∧
¬∃wk ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

\ (w, proc(wi), xi, ∗, ∗) :

wi <mo(loc(wi)) wk ∧ wk <mo(loc(wi)) wj}
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Note that the notation 7→sv((∗,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
,<lo(xi

,7→) was defined in Definition 20. The defi-
nition for <rs is the smallest set satisfying the requirement of <rs from Definition 34

Next, we show that, whenever a location order <lo(xi) exists for each memory location
xi ∈ X on execution EA = (PL, 7→), the candidate execution given by EA→C(EA) is
consistent. The first step is to show that EA→C(EA) is well formed.

Lemma 11. For all executions EA = (PL, 7→) and candidate executions EC = EA→C(EA),
if for all xi ∈ X there exists a location order <lo(xi) then EC is well formed.

Proof. Fix EA = (PL, 7→), EC = EA→C(EA) and assume there is a location order <lo(xi)
for each xi. We can write EC as

EC = (EP ,
⋃
xi∈X

7→lo(xi),
⋃
xi∈X

<mo(xi), <hb(EA), <sw(EA), <rs).

To show EC is well-formed, we need to prove each of the three clauses of Definition 32.

•
⋃
xi∈X 7→lo(xi) maps every read to a single write

We need to prove that given any pair wi, wj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
and read ri ∈

(r, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, if wi 7→lo(xi) ri and wj 7→lo(xi) ri, then wi = wj . Fix wi, wj , ri such

that wi 7→lo(xi) ri and wj 7→lo(xi) ri. 7→lo(xi) is a shorthand for<sv((∗,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
,<hbEA

, 7→),

so Lemma 1 states that wi = wj .

• ∀xi ∈ X :<mo(xi) is semi connex over all operations in (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
.

Fix xi ∈ X. Fix wi, wj ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
. Because <lo(xi) is a serial view, it is semi

connex, so wi <lo(xi) wj or wi <lo(xi) wj . If wi <lo(xi) wj , then because wi, wj ∈
(w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

, it follows that wi(<lo(xi) |(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
)wj , so wi <mo(xi) wj .

• ∀xi ∈ X :<mo(xi) is transitive and irreflexive.
Fix xi ∈ X. <lo(xi) is irreflexive. <mo(xi)=<lo |(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL

, so it is irreflexive.

Next, we show <mo(xi) is transitive. Fix wi, wj , wk ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
, such that

wi <mo(xi) wj and wj <mo(xi) wk. Then wi <lo(xi) wj and wj <lo(xi) wk. Because
<lo(xi) is a serial view, it follows that <lo(xi) is transitive, so wi <lo(xi) wk. Because
wi, wk ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

hence wi <lo(xi) |(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
wk, so wi <mo(xi) wk.

So EC is well-formed.

Next, we show that EA→C(EA) is memory coherent.

Lemma 12. For all executions EA = (PL, 7→) and candidate executions EC = EA→C(EA),
if there exists a location order <lo(xi) for every xi ∈ X, then EC is memory coherent for
every xi ∈ X.
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Proof. Fix EA = (PL, 7→), EC = EA→C(EA) and assume there exists a location order
<lo(xi) for every xi ∈ X. We can write EC as

EC = (EP ,
⋃
xi∈X

7→lo(xi),
⋃
xi∈X

<mo(xi), <hb(EA), <sw(EA), <rs).

Fix xi ∈ X; we prove each of the four clauses of Definition 33.

• ∀w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
: w1 <hb(EA) w2 =⇒ w1 <mo(xi) w2

Fix w1, w2, such that w1 <hb(EA) w2. Since <hb(EA) |(∗,∗,xi,∗,∗) ⊆<lo(xi), it fol-
lows that w1 <lo(xi) w2. Since w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

and <mo(xi)=<lo(xi)
|(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL

, hence also w2 <mo(xi) w1.

• ∀w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
, r1 ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

:

r1 <hb w1 ∧ w2 7→lo(xi) r1 =⇒ w2 <mo w1

Fix w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
, r1 ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

, such that r1 <hb(EA) w1 and
w2 7→lo(xi) r1.

Since w2 7→lo(xi) r1, w2 <lo(xi) r1 by definition of 7→lo(xi). As r1 <hb(EA) w1 and
<hb(EA) |(∗,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL

⊆<lo(xi) it follows that r1 <lo(xi) w1. Because w2 <lo(xi) r1
and r1 <lo(xi) w1, from the transitivity of<lo(xi), it follows that w2 <lo(xi) w1. Since
w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

and <mo(xi)=<lo(xi) |(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
, hence also w2 <mo(xi)

w1.

• ∀w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
, r1 ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

:

w1 <hb(EA) r1 ∧ w2 7→lo(xi) r1 =⇒ w1 <mo(xi) w2

Fix w1, w2 ∈ (∗, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
, r1 ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

, such that w1 <hb(EA) r1 and
w2 7→lo(xi) r1. As <lo(xi) is semi connex and asymmetric, we know that either
w1 <lo(xi) w2 or w2 <lo(xi) w1.

We first show that ¬(w2 <lo(xi) w1) by contradiction. From w1 7→lo(xi) r1, we know
that w1 <lo(xi) r1. Suppose w2 <lo(xi) w1, then it holds that w2 <lo(xi) w1 <lo(xi)
r1. However loc(w2) = loc(w1) = loc(r1, so there is a write w1 to loc(w2) between
w2 and r1, which contradicts w2 7→lo(xi) r1), hence, ¬(w2 <lo(xi) w1).

It follows that, w2 >lo(xi) w1. Since w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
and <mo(xi)=<lo(xi)

|(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
, hence also w1 <mo(xi) w2.

• ∀w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
, r1, r2 ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

:

r1 <hb(EA) r2 ∧ w1 7→lo(xi) r1 ∧ w2 7→lo(xi) r2 =⇒ w1 <mo(xi) w2

Fix w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
, r1, r2 ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

, such that r1 <hb(EA) r2,
w1 7→lo(xi) r1 and w2 7→lo(xi) r2.
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As <lo(xi) is semi connex and asymmetric, we know that either w1 <lo(xi) w2 or
w2 <lo(xi) w1. We first show that ¬(w2 <lo(xi) w1) by contradiction. Suppose
w2 <lo(xi) w1.

Since w1 7→lo(xi) r1, w1 <lo(xi) r1 by definition of 7→lo(xi). As r1 <hb(EA) r2 and
<hb(EA) |(∗,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL

⊆<lo(xi) it follows that r1 <lo(xi) r2. Because w1 <lo(xi) r1
and r1 <lo(xi) r2, from the transitivity of <lo(xi), it follows that w1 <lo(xi) r2 holds.

So we know that w2 <lo(xi) w1 and w1 <lo(xi) r2. However loc(w2) = loc(w1) =
loc(r2), so there is a write w1 to loc(w2) between w2 and r2, which contradicts
w2 7→lo(xi) r2, hence, ¬(w2 <lo(xi) w1).

So it follows that, w2 >lo(xi) w1. Since w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
and<mo(xi)=<lo(xi)

|(w,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
, hence also w2 <mo(xi) w1.

So EC is memory coherent on xi.

Finally, we prove that EA→C(EA) is a consistent candidate execution.

Theorem 4. Given any execution EA = (PL, 7→). If EC = EA→C(EA) and

∀xi ∈ X : ∃ <lo(xi):<lo(xi)∈ SerialV iewEA
(<hb |(∗, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)),

then EC is consistent.

Proof. Fix EA = (PL, 7→). Fix

EC=EA→C
(EA) = (EP ,

⋃
xi∈X

7→lo(xi),
⋃
xi∈X

<mo(xi), <hb(EA), <rs)

We define 7→C++=
⋃
xi∈X 7→lo(xi) To show EC is consistent, we need to prove each of

the seven clauses of Definition 34.

• EC(EP ) is well formed and coherent for all x ∈ X

Follows immediately from Lemma 12 and Lemma 11.

• For every ri ∈ (rsa, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗), wi ∈ (wsr, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, if wi 7→C++ ri then wi <sw ri

Fix ri, wj , such that wi 7→C++ ri. It follows that wi 7→lo(xi) ri, so wi <lo(xi) ri.
Because <sw(EA)⊆<lo(xi), wi <sw(EA) ri.

• For every wi ∈ (wsr, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
,wj ∈ (w, proc(wi), loc(wi), ∗, ∗)PL

: if wi <mo(loc(wi))

wj and ¬(∃wk ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
(w, proc(wi), loc(wi), ∗, ∗)PL

: wi <mo(loc(wi)) wk ∧
wk <mo(loc(wi)) wj) then wi <rs wj .

Fix wi ∈ (wsr, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, wj ∈ (w, proc(wi), loc(wi), ∗, ∗)PL

such that wi <mo(loc(wi))

wj and ¬(∃wk ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
(w, proc(wi), loc(wi), ∗, ∗)PL

: wi <mo(loc(wi)) wk ∧
wk <mo(loc(wi)) wj). Then, by definition of <rs, wi <rs wj .
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• For every ri ∈ (rsa, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, wi ∈ (wsr, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, wj ∈ (w, proc(wi), ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
,

if wi <rs wj and wj 7→C++ ri then wi <sw ri

Fix wi, wj , ri, such that wi <rs wj and wj 7→C++ ri. By definition of <rs,
proc(wj) = proc(wi), so wj <PO wi or wi <PO wj . We first show ¬(wj <PO wi).

Because wi <rs wj , wi <mo(loc(wi)) wj , so wi(<lo(loc(wi)) |(w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
)wj , so

¬(wj(<lo(loc(wi)) |(w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
)wi). Because <PO⊆<lo(loc(wi)), it follows that

¬(wj <PO wi).

So it follows that wi <PO wj . If wi <PO wj and wj 7→C++ ri, then by definition
<sw(EA).

• For every oi, oj ∈ PL, if oi <PO oj , then oi <hb oj

Fix oi, oj such that oi <PO oj . Then by definition of <hb, oi <hb oj .

• For every oi, oj ∈ PL, if oi <sw oj , then oi <hb oj

Fix oi, oj such that oi <sw oj . Then by definition of <hb, oi <hb oj .

• <hb(EA) is irreflexive

<PO is irreflexive by definition. <sw(EA) is irreflexive, as it maps write operations
to read operations, and both sets are mutually exclusive. When two sets are
irreflexive, their union is also irreflexive

• ∀ri ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
, wi ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

: wi 7→lo(xi) ri =⇒ ¬(r1 <hb(EA) w1)

Fix ri ∈ (r, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
and wi ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗), such that wi 7→lo(xi) ri. wi 7→lo(xi)

implies wi <lo(xi) ri. Due to asymmetry, wi <lo(xi) ri implies ¬(ri <lo(xi) wi).
Because <hb(EA) |(∗,∗,xi,∗,∗) ⊆<lo(xi), we know that ¬(ri <hb(EA

|(∗,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
wi).

Because wi ∈ (∗, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
and ¬(ri <hb(EA

|(∗,∗,xi,∗,∗)PL
wi), it follows that

¬(ri <hb(EA) wi).

So, EC is consistent.

4.4. A subset of the C++ memory model in µ-calculus

In the previous section, we showed that, given an execution EA, if

∀xi ∈ X : ∃ <lo(x):<lo(x)∈ SerialV iewEA
(<hb |(∗, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗))

then there exists a consistent candidate execution. However, due to computational
constraints, we only verify cache consistency, which is a strict subset of <lo(x).

Definition 38 (Cache Consistency [17]). An execution EA = (PL, 7→) is cache con-
sistent if

∀xi ∈ X : ∃V : V ∈ SerialV iew(PL,7→)(<PO |(∗, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗)PL
).
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4.4.1. Cache consistency in mCRL2

In Section 3.5, we expressed a number of µ-calculus properties that verify the conditions
for Theorem 1 and showed that any mCRL2 model satisfying these properties only allows
executions that are locally consistent in Theorem 3. In this section, we do the same for
Theorem 2 and show µ-calculus properties such that any mCRL2 model satisfying those
properties only allows cache coherent executions. Because Theorem 2 and Theorem 1
share two clauses, the µ-calculus properties in Section 3.5 can be reused.

Lemma 13. For any p ∈ P, let τ be a trace allowed by the mCRL2 model. Let
τp be a filtered trace of τ where each mCRL2 action is either an end load(ri), an
end store(wi) or an observe(p, wj), where wi ∈ (w, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, ri ∈ (r, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

and wj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
. Let τ ′ be a filtered trace of τ where each mCRL2 action is

either an end load(ri), an end store(wi) or an observe(p′, wi) for any p′ ∈ P, where
wi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

and ri ∈ (r, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
.

If every τp follows the conditions from Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 for every x ∈ X, and
each τ ′ = a0, a1, . . . , an follows the following additional condition:

• For each w1, w2 ∈ (w, ∗, xi, ∗, ∗), pi, pj ∈ P, if

– ∃aI , aJ , aK , aL such that aI = observe(p1, w1), aJ = observe(p1, w2), aK =
observe(p2 w1), aL = observe(p2, w2)

– for each aH ∈ {aI , aJ}, there exists an N , where H < N , such that for all
ak ∈ {aH , . . . , aN} \ {aH}, ¬∃wk : ak = observe(wk, pi) and there exists
am ∈ {aI , . . . , aN}, such that ∃ri ∈ (r, pi, xi, ∗, ∗)PL

: am = load(ri)

– for each aH ∈ {aK , aL}, there exists an N , where H < N , such that for all
ak ∈ {aH , . . . , aN} \ {aH}, ¬∃wk : ak = observe(wk, pi) and there exists
am ∈ {aI , . . . , aN}, such that ∃ri ∈ (r, pj , xi, ∗, ∗)PL

: am = load(ri)

then I < J =⇒ K > L.

Proof. Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 show that we can for each p ∈ P construct an OGOS
such that ∀wi ∈ (w, p, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, Owi ∈ SG(p): Owi is self-observing.

We need to prove that each pair of OGOS is co-consistent. Fix pi, pj ∈ P, OGOS
(SG(pi), <pi), (SG(pj), <pj ), wi, wj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, Owi , Owj ∈ SG(pi) and O′wi
, O′wi

∈
SG(pj) such that

(r, loc(wi), ∗, ∗, ∗)Owi∩P 6= ∅ ∧ (r, loc(wi), ∗, ∗, ∗)O′
wi
∩P 6= ∅ ∧

(r, loc(wj), ∗, ∗, ∗)Owj∩P 6= ∅ ∧ (r, loc(wj), ∗, ∗, ∗)O′
wj
∩P 6= ∅ ∧

Owi <pi Owj .

Then, because (r, loc(wi), ∗, ∗, ∗)Owi∩P 6= ∅, ∃aI : aI = observe(pi, wi) and there exists
an appropriate N for aI as required by the condition.
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Similarly, because (r, loc(wj), ∗, ∗, ∗)Owj∩P 6= ∅, ∃aJ : aJ = observe(pi, wj) and there
exists an appropriate N for aJ as required by the condition.

Similarly, because (r, loc(wi), ∗, ∗, ∗)O′
wi
∩P 6= ∅, ∃aK : aK = observe(pj , wi) and there

exists an appropriate N for aK as required by the condition.

Similarly because (r, loc(wj), ∗, ∗, ∗)O′
wj
∩P 6= ∅, ∃aL : aL = observe(pj , wj) and there

exists an appropriate N for aL as required by the condition.

So because I < J , the conditions shows that K > L. Therefore, ¬(O′wj
> O′wi

).

The other conditions in Definition 26 are trivially true for cache consistency as R =<PO:
∀oi ∈ (Owi ∪O′wi

), oj ∈ (Owj ∪O′wj
) : ¬R(oj , oi)

4.4.2. Cache consistency in µ-calculus

We can express these conditions as a µ-calculus formula. For each combination of
two writes and two processors, we record the order the observations were executed
in with the handle observation function. When another observation is encountered,
we do not record it, but mark it as not being the most recent observation using the
handle other observation. When a load is executed on a processor p, we pair it to
the observation that executed most recently on processor p with the handle load func-
tion. At each iteration, we verify that the recorded list of operations is not in an illegal
state with the verify list function.

Listing 4.1: 3.cacheconsistency.mcf

1 forall xi: Address. forall wib1 ,wjb1: Byte , wip1 ,wjp1: CoreID , pi, pj:

CoreID. (

2 forall win1 ,wjn1: Nat. val(wjn1 < m_ip_prog_len && win1 <

m_ip_prog_len) => (

3 mu X(l: List(MuObservation) = []).(

4 ([observe(pi , xi , wib1 , win1 , wip1)]

5 (X(handle_observation(l, xi , pi , wib1 , win1 , wip1) ))

6 ) &&

7 ([observe(pj , xi , wib1 , win1 , wip1)]

8 (X(handle_observation(l, xi , pj , wib1 , win1 , wip1) ))

9 ) &&

10 ([observe(pi , xi , wjb1 , wjn1 , wjp1)]

11 (X(handle_observation(l, xi , pi , wjb1 , wjn1 , wjp1)))

12 ) &&

13 ([observe(pj , xi , wjb1 , wjn1 , wjp1)]

14 (X(handle_observation(l, xi , pj , wjb1 , wjn1 , wjp1)))

15 ) &&

16 [exists wkb1: Byte , wkn1: Nat , wkp1: CoreID.

17 val(wkb1 != wib1 || wkn1 != win1 || wkp1 != wip1) &&

18 observe(pj , xi , wkb1 , wkn1 , wkp1)]

19 X(handle_other_observation(l,xi ,pj)) &&

20
21 [exists wkb1: Byte , wkn1: Nat , wkp1: CoreID.
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22 val(wkb1 != wib1 || wkn1 != win1 || wkp1 != wip1) &&

23 observe(pi , xi , wkb1 , wkn1 , wkp1)]

24 X(handle_other_observation(l,xi ,pj)) &&

25
26 forall rjb1: Byte , rjn1: Nat.

27 (val(rjn1 < m_ip_prog_len) => (

28 [end_load(pi , xi , rjb1 , rjn1)](X(handle_load(l, xi , pi))) &&

29 [end_load(pj , xi , rjb1 , rjn1)](X(handle_load(l, xi , pj)))

30 )

31 ) &&

32 [!(

33 observe(pi , xi , wib1 , win1 , wip1) ||

34 observe(pj , xi , wib1 , win1 , wip1) ||

35 observe(pi , xi , wjb1 , wjn1 , wjp1) ||

36 observe(pj , xi , wjb1 , wjn1 , wjp1) ||

37 (exists wkb1: Byte , wkn1: Nat , wkp1: CoreID.

38 observe(pi , xi , wkb1 , wkn1 , wkp1) ||

39 observe(pj , xi , wkb1 , wkn1 , wkp1)

40 ) ||

41 exists rjb1: Byte , rjn1: Nat. (

42 end_load(pi, xi, rjb1 , rjn1) ||

43 end_load(pj, xi, rjb1 , rjn1)

44 ))

45 ] (X(l) && val(verify_list(l) != c_verification_state_fail))

46 )

47 )

48 )

The µ-calculus formula uses three functions, one of which is the handle observation.
It has two tasks: it records the observations to a list, and it marks observation sets
as not being the most recent of the processor. We also define a related function
handle other observation, which only marks the previously recorded observation as
not the most recently executed observation.

Listing 4.2: handle observation

1 sort MuLoadState = struct c_load_state_candidate | c_load_state_success |

c_load_state_fail;

2 sort MuObservation =

3 struct c_mu_observation(

4 g_address: Address ,

5 g_core_observed: CoreID ,

6 g_byte: Byte ,

7 g_nr: Nat ,

8 g_core: CoreID ,

9 g_is_loaded: MuLoadState

10 );

11 map handle_observation: List(MuObservation) # Address # CoreID # Byte #

Nat # CoreID -> List(MuObservation);

12 handle_other_observation: List(MuObservation) # Address # CoreID ->

List(MuObservation);

13 close_observation: List(MuObservation) # Address # CoreID ->

List(MuObservation);
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14 var e: MuObservation , a1: Address , p1 ,wip1: CoreID , win1: Nat , wib1:

Byte , l: List(MuObservation);

15 eqn handle_observation(l, a1 , p1 , wib1 , win1 , wip1) =

16 close_observation(l,a1,p1) <| c_mu_observation(a1, p1, wib1 , win1 ,

wip1 , c_load_state_candidate);

17 handle_other_observation(l, a1 , p1) =

18 close_observation(l,a1,p1);

19 close_observation(e |> l, a1, p1) =

20 if(g_address(e) == a1 && g_core_observed(e) == p1 && g_is_loaded(e) ==

c_load_state_candidate ,

21 c_mu_observation(

22 g_address(e),

23 g_core_observed(e),

24 g_byte(e),

25 g_nr(e),

26 g_core(e),

27 c_load_state_fail

28 ) |> l, close_observation(l,a1 ,p1));

29
30 close_observation([], a1, p1) = [];

Another function used by the µ-calculus is handle load which, marks that for the most
recent observation is followed by a load.

Listing 4.3: handle load

1 map handle_load: List(MuObservation) # Address # CoreID ->

List(MuObservation);

2 enable_load: MuObservation -> MuObservation;

3 var e: MuObservation , a1: Address , p1: CoreID , l: List(MuObservation);

4 eqn

5 handle_load(e |> l, a1, p1) =

6 if (g_address(e) == a1 && g_core_observed(e) == p1 && g_is_loaded(e) ==

c_load_state_candidate , enable_load(e) |> l, e |> handle_load(l, a1,

p1));

7 handle_load([],a1,p1) = [];

8 enable_load(e) =

9 c_mu_observation(g_address(e),g_core_observed(e), g_byte(e),

g_nr(e), g_core(e),

10 if (g_is_loaded(e) != c_load_state_fail , c_load_state_success ,

c_load_state_fail));

Finally, we define a function verify list that verifies whether the order of observations
was allowed by linking it to the indices used by Lemma 13. When I > J or K > L, it
passes, but if I < J and K < L, it makes the µ-calculus property fail.

Listing 4.4: verify list

1 sort MuVerificationState =

2 struct c_verification_state_fail |

3 c_verification_state_success |

4 c_verification_state_inconclusive;
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5 map verify_sequence: MuObservation # MuObservation # MuObservation #

MuObservation -> MuVerificationState;

6 verify_ordered: MuObservation # MuObservation # MuObservation #

MuObservation -> MuVerificationState;

7 verify_list: List(MuObservation) -> MuVerificationState;

8 var l: List(MuObservation), e1 ,e2 ,e3 ,e4 ,p1fe , p1se , p2fe , p2se:

MuObservation;

9 eqn verify_list(l) = if (#l == 4, verify_sequence(l.0,l.1,l.2,l.3),

c_verification_state_inconclusive);

10
11 verify_sequence(e1 ,e2 ,e3 ,e4) =

12 if (

13 g_core_observed(e1) == g_core_observed(e2) &&

14 g_core_observed(e3) == g_core_observed(e4), % Then

15 verify_ordered(e1,e2,e3,e4), %else

16 if (

17 g_core_observed(e1) == g_core_observed(e3) &&

18 g_core_observed(e2) == g_core_observed(e4), % Then

19 verify_ordered(e1,e3,e2,e4), % else

20 if (

21 g_core_observed(e1) == g_core_observed(e4) &&

22 g_core_observed(e2) == g_core_observed(e3), % then

23 verify_ordered(e1,e4,e2,e3), % else

24 c_verification_state_inconclusive))) ;

25
26 verify_ordered(p1fe , p1se , p2fe , p2se) =

27 if (

28 !(

29 (

30 g_nr(p1fe) == g_nr(p2se) &&

31 g_byte(p1fe) == g_byte(p2se) &&

32 g_address(p1fe) == g_address(p2se) &&

33 g_core(p1fe) == g_core(p2se)

34 )

35 &&

36 (

37 g_nr(p1se) == g_nr(p2fe) &&

38 g_byte(p1se) == g_byte(p2fe) &&

39 g_address(p1se) == g_address(p2fe) &&

40 g_core(p1se) == g_core(p2fe)

41 )

42 )

43 || g_is_loaded(p1fe) != c_load_state_success

44 || g_is_loaded(p1se) != c_load_state_success

45 || g_is_loaded(p2fe) != c_load_state_success

46 || g_is_loaded(p2se) != c_load_state_success ,

47 c_verification_state_success ,

48 c_verification_state_fail

49 );
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5. Verifying the mCRL2 model

In this chapter, we use the µ-calculus formulas from Section 3.5 and Section 4.4 to verify
the mCRL2 model from Chapter 2.

5.1. Adapting the mCRL2 model

In Chapter 3, we made two assumptions that are not accurate for the mCRL2 model
described in Chapter 2. Therefore we need to adapt the model. First, we assumed
that memory operations on the same core can be distinguished by a numeric identifier.
Second, we assumed that, before a load operation reads from a memory location, an
observation action should be executed.

Adapting the mCRL2 model to include numeric identifiers is not complicated. However
because repeated versions the same memory operations are now distinguishable, this
does increase the state space of the model from a finite number of states to an infinite
number of states. To compensate, we reduce the number of executable operations per
processor using m max operation id, which indicates the largest numeric identifier al-
lowed. Because the operations start at index 0, this means that every processor executes
a program of size m max operation id + 1. When a processor attempts to execute an
operation with an identifier that greater than this maximum, the processor executes an
action reset, and automatically deadlocks instead, thus limiting the size of the executed
program.

On the other hand, including the observations in the model is non-trivial, but possible.
We need to insert observation actions at two places, on the processor executing the write,
and on the processors not executing the write. On the processor executing the write,
we add an observation within the write buffer, which means a write is visible on its
own processor after the write buffer starts writing to memory. For other processors, the
memory makes sure that after the write has succeeded, each other processor observes
the write. The write is observed whenever:

• The processor is stalled to wait for the write buffer during a load

• The processor is waiting for the write buffer to become available for a store

• The processor is waiting until the memory can respond to a load requests

• The processor is in between memory operations
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Note that the processor may not observe a write when the processor is waiting for the
memory to respond with the results of the load operation. The resulting mCRL2 model
is included in Appendix B.

5.2. Verification process

To verify the mCRL2 model, it needs to be converted into a parameterized boolean
equation system and verified. This process requires 4 steps. First, the mCRL2 model is
converted to a Linear Process Specification (LPS). Then, it is explored into a Labeled
Transition System (LTS). Then, the µ-calculus formula is combined with the mCRL2
model, and is converted to a parameterized boolean equation system (PBES). Finally,
the PBES system needs to be solved. In addition, because the mCRL2 model is conflu-
ent [10], we insert an additional step to mark the confluent actions, which speeds up the
conversion into an LTS.

the following commands are run in sequence.

1. mcrl22lps -f -v --timings model.mcrl2 model.lps

2. lpsconfcheck -v -a main.lps main.opt.lps

3. lps2lts -r jittyc -v -c --cached --timings model.opt.lps model.lts

4. lts2pbes -p -v --timings -f formula.mcf -m model.mcrl2 model.lts \
formula.pbes

5. pbessolve -v --timings -r jittyc formula.pbes

The 201908.0.ba62c1dc88 release of mCRL2 is used.

The verification is run on a machine with the specifications in Table 5.1.

Memory CPU Operating System
Threads Model Frequency

1TB 40 Intel Xeon Gold 6136 3.00GHz Linux 4.15.0-51-generic

Table 5.1.: Machine used to run the verification

5.3. Verifying local consistency

When verifying local consistency, it is possible to verify the processor for a single bit
address space, a single bit address size, and two cores. Using these parameters, it is
possible to verify this for a program length of 5 memory operations. The parameters
used are summarized in Table 5.2
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Parameter Value

address size 2
byte size 2
num cores 2
memcommands size 1
nr wb buffers 1
max operation id 4

Table 5.2.: Parameter values when verifying local consistency

The results of the verification is shown in Table 5.3.

Test Listing Result

1a.gos.mcf 3.1 true
1b.gos.mcf 3.2 true
1c.gos.mcf 3.3 true
1d.gos.mcf 3.4 true
2.selfobserving.mcf 3.5 true

Table 5.3.: Verification results for local consistency

5.4. Verifying cache consistency

Verifying cache consistency is computationally more intensive than verifying local con-
sistency. While it is still possible to verify cache consistency for a processor with a single
bit address space, a single bit address size, and two cores, it is only possible to verify
this for a program length of 3 memory operations.

As the 3.cache consistency µ-calculus formula contains an outer level forall it can
be divided into a number of independent µ-calculus formulas. These independent µ-
calculus formulas can be run in parallel, decreasing the running time significantly. In
this way, it is possible to verify this for a program length of 3 memory operations. The
parameters used are shown in Table 5.4
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Parameter Value

address size 2
byte size 2
num cores 2
memcommands size 1
nr wb buffers 1
max operation id 2

Table 5.4.: Parameter values when verifying cache consistency

The results of the verification can be found in Table 5.5.

Test Listing Result

3.cacheconsistency.mcf 4.1 true

Table 5.5.: Verification results for cache consistency

5.5. Benchmarking the verification

To determine how the size of the max operation id parameter influences the running
time, we discuss various benchmarks. Only the max operation id parameter is varied;
the other parameters used are summarized in Table 5.6.

Parameter Value

address size 2
byte size 2
num cores 2
memcommands size 1
nr wb buffers 1
max operation id variable

Table 5.6.: Parameter values during benchmark

The benchmarks in this section list of four outcomes as a result, a number, the value
OOM, a timeout, or a blank result. If the result is a number, then the benchmark
successfully finished. If the result is OOM, than the machine ran out of the available
memory (1TB), and the benchmark did not complete. If the result is timeout, then the
benchmark took more than 48 hours and was terminated before finishing. Finally, if the
result is blank, then the benchmark was not attempted.
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As the first step of the process is state exploration with lps2lts, the initial benchmarks
just record the state space of the LTS model. The size of the state space (as reported by
ltsinfo) and the running time of the state space exploration are included in Table 5.7.

max operation id State Space Exploration Time (s)

0 2 909 29.285
1 171 413 35.728
2 2 045 581 89.574
3 9 960 661 353.503
4 30 595 877 981.014
5 77 865 968 2 115.661
6 155 968 504 3 894.575
7 281 059 184 7 060.958
8 468 745 520 12 234.878
9 736 838 224 23 845.204
10 1 105 351 208 41 976.630
11 1 549 514 005 53 007.042
12 2 234 709 664 78 401.121
13 3 046 598 960 96 721.966
14 4 060 996 184 112 565.999

Table 5.7.: Benchmarking the state space exploration

Although the state space size and the running time of the state space exploration phase
influence both the size and the running time of the verification it is normally not the
bottleneck. So, we also include a set of benchmark runs for the whole verification
process. The results for these benchmarks include both the number of boolean equations
in the resulting boolean equation system (BES), and the running time of the whole
process (including the state space exploration). The resulting BES sizes are shown in
Table 5.8 and Table 5.9. These tables do not include the number of BES equations for
3.cache consistency as it is not possible to measure it in a way comparable to the
other benchmarks.

Test max operation id

1 2 3 4

1a.gos 625 000 11 181 000 73 806 000 286 279 000
1b.gos 343 000 3 229 000 13 705 000 39 255 389
1c.gos 709 000 14 789 000 109 849 317 458 199 365
1d.gos 484 000 8 824 000 73 888 000 318 469 000
2.selfobserving 1 976 000 48 991 000 361 207 000 1 482 099 000

Table 5.8.: Number of BES equations generated
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Test max operation id

5 6 7 8 9

1a.gos 821 964 000 OOM
1b.gos 89 847 000 177 937 349 318 469 000 528 873 000 OOM
1c.gos 1 375 739 000 OOM
1d.gos 898 422 000 OOM
2.selfobserving OOM

Table 5.9.: Number of BES equations generated (continued)

The running time of the verification processes is shown in Table 5.10 and Table 5.11.

Test max operation id (s)
1 2 3 4

1a.gos 74.446 430.047 2 297.258 9 309.812
1b.gos 67.506 239.946 1 062.807 3 185.660
1c.gos 72.175 422.640 2 487.124 10 259.778
1d.gos 75.350 441.214 2 447.818 8 441.043
2.selfobserving 88.232 891.032 5 862.564 28 653.300
3.cache consistency 1 878.536 39 416.529 Timeout

Table 5.10.: Verification time

Test max operation id (s)
5 6 7 8 9

1a.gos 20 270.316 OOM
1b.gos 7 541.069 15 015.368 26 106.707 667 47 118.385 OOM
1c.gos 32 985.186 OOM
1d.gos 24 032.417 OOM
2.selfobserving OOM

Table 5.11.: Verification time (continued)

5.6. Discussion

These results show that the mCRL2 model is locally consistent for programs of sufficient
size. By splitting up the µ-calculus formula, it is possible to verify program lengths of
size 3, even for the 3.cache consistency µ-calculus formula.

These results also show that scaling this method to more complex memory models such
as release consistency, or the C++ memory model is still a challenge, especially because
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these require more comparisons and do not allow splitting up the µ-calculus formula into
smaller formulas.

As increasing other parameters was not attempted for any of the benchmarks, even if
they only increase the state space size by a factor two, the size of the m max operation id

parameter will need to be reduced to compensate, making the verification less exhaustive.
Before this method can be used for more practical processors, both the verification time
and the memory usage of mCRL2 needs to be reduced.
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6. Conclusion

In this thesis, we presented a prototype of a multiprocessor in mCRL2. We presented
a formalization of a generalized memory models, and reformulated it in terms of obser-
vations. We expressed the Release-Acquire subset of the C++ memory model in terms
of the generalized memory model, and also expressed a subset of it in terms of obser-
vations. Finally, we succeeded in verifying local consistency and cache-consistency on
a small version of the presented mCRL2 model, although the tested parameters might
still be too small to be sure that the mCRL2 model is consistent.

6.1. Future work

The main bottleneck in the verification of the models was the performance of mCRL2,
improving the performance is an essential condition for the verification of more realistic
models.

Besides improving the performance of mCRL2, further research is needed to express the
location order in µ-calculus, as the translation of the <hb(EA

relation into µ-calculus
is non-trivial. Furthermore, we only discussed a single variant of the C++ memory
model, and did not take locks, non-atomic memory operations and sequentially consistent
memory operations into account in this work. Although it might not be necessary for
the C++ memory model, further research might indicate that the extra assumption of
Theorem 2 might be loosened or removed entirely. Further research is also needed to
increase the processor limit of Theorem 2.

Finally, although the essentials of a microprocessor are included in the mCRL2 model,
the actual hardware is still far more complex and other optimizations present in hardware
might break memory consistency in ways not covered by the mCRL2 model. If the
performance of mCRL2 increases, it is possible to verify these extensions too.
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Appendix A.

Proofs

Lemma 2. L is semi connex, i.e. ∀oi, oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

: oi 6=
oj =⇒ L(oi, oj) ∨ L(oj , oi)

Proof of Lemma 2. Fix oi, oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪(∗, pi, ∗, ∗). We prove L(oi, oj)∨L(oj , oi).

For oi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗)PL

, we distinguish two cases for oi.

Case 1. oi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

As oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪(∗, pi, ∗, ∗)PL

, we distinguish two cases. If oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\

(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, then because Lw is semi connex, it follows Lw(oi, oj) ∨ Lw(oj , oi).

Otherwise oj ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
. We prove that Lw→pi(oi, oj)∨Lpi→w(oj , oi). We know

that either oj ∈ Ooi , or oj /∈ Ooi . If oj ∈ Ooi then Lw→pi(oi, oj) by definition, so
L(oi, oj).

Otherwise oj /∈ Ooi , so there exists an Owj ∈ SL(pi, xi) ⊂ SG(pi) such that oj ∈ Owj .
Because Lw is semi connex, Lw(wj , oi)∨Lw(oi, wj). We discuss both cases separately.

If Lw(wj , oi) and oj ∈ Owj , it follows that Lpi→w(oj , oi), so L(oj , oi).

If Lw(oi, wj) and oj ∈ Owj , it follows that Lw→pi(oi, oj), so L(oi, oj).

Case 2. oi ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

As oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, we can distinguish two cases. If oj ∈
(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗), then Lpi(oi, oj) ∨ Lpi(oj , oi) holds as Lpi is semi connex.

Otherwise, oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)\(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗). We proof that Lpi→w(oi, oj)∨Lw→pi(oj , oi).
We know that either oi ∈ Ooj , or oi /∈ Ooj , and discuss both cases separately.

If oi ∈ Ooj then Lw→pi(oj , oi) by definition, so L(oj , oi).

Otherwise, oi /∈ Ooj , so there exists an Owi ∈ SL(pi, xi) ⊂ SG(pi) such that oi ∈ Owi .
Because Lw is semi connex, Lw(wi, oj) ∨ Lw(oj , wi). We can distinguish two cases.

If Lw(wi, oj) and oi ∈ Owi , it follows that Lpi→w(oi, oj), so L(oi, oj).
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If Lw(oj , wi) and oi ∈ Owi , it follows that Lw→pi(oj , oi), so L(oj , oi).

Lemma 3. L is asymmetric, i.e. ∀oi, oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

: ¬(L(oi, oj)∧
L(oj , oi))

Proof of Lemma 3. Fix oi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

. We assume L(oi, oj) and
prove that ¬L(oj , oi). For oi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

∪(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, we distinguish two cases.

Case 1. oi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

For oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, we distinguish two cases. If oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\

(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, then Lw(oi, oj). Because Lw is asymmetric, ¬Lw(oj , oi), which implies

¬L(oj , oi).

Otherwise, oj ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, so Lw→pi(oi, oj), which means we can again distin-

guish two cases: oj ∈ Ooi or oj /∈ Ooi . If oj ∈ Ooi then Ooi ∈ Ô(pi, xi), implies
¬L(oj , oi).

Otherwise oj /∈ Ooi , so by definition of L, ∃Owj ∈ SL(pi, loc(oi)) ⊆ SG(pi) : oj ∈
Owj ∧Lw(oi, wj). If Lw(oi, wj), then because Lw is asymmetric, ¬Lw(wj , oi). Because
oj ∈ Owj , it does not satisfy the requirement for Lpi→w(oj , oi). Because oj is only an
element of a single observation set within its LOS, there is not observation set Ow′

j

such that Lw(w′j , oi), so ¬Lpi→w(oj , oi).

Case 2. oi ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

We assume L(oi, oj) and prove that ¬L(oj , oi). For oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

,
we distinguish two cases. If oj ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, then Lpi(oi, oj). Because Lpi is asym-
metric, ¬Lpi(oj , oi), which implies ¬L(oj , oi).

Otherwise, oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

. Lpi→w(oi, oj), so oi /∈ Ooj ∧ ∃Owj :
oi ∈ Owj ∧ Lw(wj , oj). Because oi ∈ Owj , oi is only an element of a single Owj in
SL(pi, xi) and Lw(wj , oj), ¬∃Owj : oi ∈ Owj ∧ Lw(oj , wj), so ¬Lw→pi(oj , oi)

Lemma 4. L is transitive, i.e. ∀oi, oj , ok ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪(∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

: (L(oi, oj)∧
L(oj , ok) =⇒ L(oi, ok))

Proof of Lemma 4. Fix L(oi, oj)∧L(oj , ok). As oi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, we
can distinguish two cases

Case 1. oi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

As ok ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, we can distinguish two cases.

Case 1.1. ok ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

As oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, we can distinguish two cases. If oj ∈
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(w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, then from Lw(oi, oj) ∧ Lw(oj , ok), it follows that
Lw(oi, ok). Therefore, L(oi, ok) holds.

Otherwise, oj ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
. From Lpi→w(oj , ok), we derive that ∃Owj : oj ∈

Owj ∧ Lw(wj , ok). From Lw→pi(oi, oj), we derive that ∃Owj : oj ∈ Owj ∧ Lw(oi, wj).
Note that oj is only an element of a single Owj . Because Lw is transitive, it follows
that Lw(oi, ok), so L(oi, ok).

Case 1.2. ok ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

As oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, we can distinguish two cases.

Case 1.2.1. oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

We know that either ok ∈ Ooj or ok /∈ Ooj . We discuss both cases independently.
If ok ∈ Ooj and Lw(oi, oj), then Lw→pi(oi, ok), so L(oi, ok) holds.

Otherwise, ok /∈ Ooj so ∃Owk
: ok ∈ Owk

∧ Lw(oj , wk). Because Lw is transitive,
Lw(oi, oj) and Lw(oj , wk) implies Lw(oi, wk). Because ok ∈ Owk

, oj ∈ Ooi and
Lw(oi, wk), it follows that ok <LPL

(pi) oj , so Lw→pi(oi, ok), so it follows that

L(oi, ok).

Case 1.2.2. oj ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

We know that oj ∈ Ooi ∨ oj /∈ Ooi . We discuss each case independently.

Case 1.2.2.1. oj ∈ Ooi
We know that ok ∈ Ooi ∨ ok /∈ Ooi . We discuss each case independently.

If ok ∈ Ooi ∧ oj ∈ Ooi , then Lw→pi(oi, ok)

Otherwise, ok /∈ Ooi , so ∃Owk
: ok ∈ Owk

. Either Lw(oi, wk) or Lw(wk, oi). We
discuss both cases individually.

If Lw(wk, oi), then, oj ∈ Ooi and Lw(oi, wk), so ok <LPL
(pi) oj , which contradicts

Lpi(oj , ok).

Otherwise Lw(oi, wk). Because Lw→pi(wk, ok), Lw→pi(oi, ok), so L(oi, ok).

Case 1.2.2.2. oj /∈ Ooi
Lw→pi(oi, oj), so ∃Owj : oj ∈ Owj ∧Lw(oi, wj). We know that ok ∈ wj ∨ok /∈ wj .
We discuss each case independently.

If ok ∈ Owj and Lw(oi, wj), Lw→pi(oi, ok), so L(oi, ok)

Otherwise, ok /∈ Owj , so ∃Owk
: ok ∈ Owk

. Either Lw(wj , wk) or Lw(wk, wj).
We discuss both cases individually.
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If Lw(wk, wj), and ok ∈ Owk
, oj ∈ Owj then ok <LPL

(pi) wj , which contradicts

Lpi(oj , ok).

Otherwise Lw(wj , wk). If Lw(wj , wk), and Lw(oi, wj), then Lw(oi, wk), so there-
fore, Lw→pi(oi, ok).

Case 2. oi ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

As ok ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, we can distinguish two cases.

Case 2.1. ok ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

As oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, we can distinguish two cases.

Case 2.1.1. oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

From Lpi→w(oi, oj), we derive that ∃Owi : oi ∈ Owi ∧ Lw(wi, oj). We know that
Lw(oj , ok). Therefore, Lw(wi, ok) and as oi ∈ Owi , it follows that Lpi→w(oi, ok).

Case 2.1.2. oj ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

We know that ∃Owj : oj ∈ Owj ∧ Lw(wj , ok). Either oi ∈ Owj ∨ oi /∈ Owj .

If oi ∈ Owj , then Lw(wj , ok) implies Lpi→w(oi, ok).

If oi /∈ Owj , then ∃Owi : oi ∈ Owi ∧ L(wi, wj). We know that Lw(wj , ok), and
because Lw is transitive, so Lw(wi, ok), so oi ∈ Owi implies Lpi→w(oi, ok).

Case 2.2. ok ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

As oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
∪ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

, we can distinguish two cases.

If oj ∈ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
, then Lpi(oi, oj) ∧ Lpi(oj , ok), so Lpi(oi, ok), so, L(oi, ok).

Otherwise oj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
\ (∗, pi, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL

. If Lpi→w, then ∃wi : oi ∈ Owi ∧
L(wi, oj). Either ok ∈ Ooj or ok /∈ Ooj . We discuss both cases independently.

If ok ∈ Ooj , then oi ∈ Owi and Lw(wi, oj) imply Lpi(oi, ok).

If ok /∈ Ooj then ∃wk : ok ∈ Owk
∧ Lw(oj , wk). If Lw(wi, oj) and Lw(oj , wk), then

Lw(wi, wk). We know that oi ∈ wi ∧ ok ∈ wk and Lw(wi, wk), so Lpi(oi, ok), so
L(oi, ok).

Lemma 5. If P = {p0, p1}, then C is asymmetric, i.e. ∀oi, oj ∈ P : C(oi, oj) =⇒
¬C(oj , oi)

Proof of Lemma 5. Fix oi, oj , such that C(oi, oj). If C(oi, oj), then we can distinguish
two cases:
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Case 1. if Cwi(oi, oj), then we can distinguish two cases. If oi = wi, then ¬R(wi, oj), so
¬R(oi, oj). Otherwise, if oi 6= wi, then R(oi, oj). Because R is asymmetric, ¬R(oj , oi).
In both cases, it follows that ¬C(oj , oi) as oj , oi ∈ Owi .

Case 2. if CP(oi, oj), then, towards a contradiction, suppose CP(oi, oj)∧CP(oj , oi). Then
either ∃pi, pj : Cpi(oi, oj)∧Cpj (oj , oi) or ∃pi : Cpi(oi, oj)∧∃ok : CP(oj , ok)∧CP(ok, oi). If
∃pi, pj : Cpi(oi, oj)∧Cpj (oj , oi), then co-consistency shows that this is a contradiction.

Otherwise, ∃pi : Cpi(oi, oj)∧∃ok : CP(oj , ok)∧CP(ok, oi). We can distinguish two cases.

Case 2.1. If proc(oi) = pi, let proc(oj) = pj . Because SG(pi) is an OGOS, ∃Owi ∈
SL(loc(oi), pi) ⊆ SG(pi). Similarly, ∃Owj ∈ SL(loc(oj), pj) ⊆ SG(pj). ∃O′wj

: O′wj
∈

SL(loc(oj), pi) ⊆ SG(pi), such that ∃o′j ∈ O′wj
: oi <pi o

′
j . We can distinguish two

cases for proc(ok). If proc(ok) = pi, then because <pi is transitive, o′j <pi ok∧ok <pi
oi implies oj <pi oi, which contradicts CP(oi, oj).

Otherwise, proc(ok) 6= pi, so oj <pj ok. Because CP(ok, oi), there will exist an ol,
such that one of the following cases hold.

If ∃O′wk
: O′wk

∈ SL(loc(ok), pi) ⊆ SG(pi), ∃o′k ∈ O′wk
: o′k <pi ol <pi oi, so o′j <pi oi,

so oj <pi oi, which contradicts CP(oi, oj).

If ∃O′wi
: O′wi

∈ SL(loc(oi), pj) ⊆ SG(pj), ∃o′i ∈ O′wi
: ok <pj ol <pj o

′
i, so oj <pj o

′
i,

so oj <pj oi, which contradicts CP(oi, oj).

Case 2.2. Otherwise, proc(oi) 6= pi, so proc(oj) = pi, let proc(oi) = pj . Because
SG(pj) is an OGOS, ∃Owi ∈ SL(loc(oi), pj) ⊆ SG(pj). Similarly, because SG(pi) is
also an OGOS, ∃Owj ∈ SL(loc(oj), pi) ⊆ SG(pi). ∃O′wi

: O′wi
∈ SL(loc(oi), pi) ⊆

SG(pi), such that ∃o′i ∈ O′wi
: o′i <pi oj . We can distinguish two cases for proc(ok).

If proc(ok) = pi, then because <pi is transitive, oj <pi ok∧ok <pi o′i implies oj <pi o
′
i

and thus oj <pi oi, which contradicts CP(oi, oj).

Otherwise, proc(ok) 6= pi, so ok <pj oi. Because CP(oj , ok), there will exist an ol,
such that one of the following cases hold.

If ∃O′wk
: O′wk

∈ SL(loc(ok), pi) ⊆ SG(pi), ∃o′k ∈ O′wk
: oj <pi o

′
k <pi ol, so o′j <pi oi

so oj <pi oi, which contradicts CP(oi, oj).

If ∃O′wj
: O′wj

∈ SL(loc(oj), pj) ⊆ SG(pj), ∃o′j ∈ O′wj
: o′j <pj ol <pj ok, so o′j <pj oi,

so oj <pj oi, which contradicts CP(oi, oj).

Lemma 6. C is transitive, i.e. ∀oi, oj , ok ∈ P : (C(oi, oj) ∧ C(oj , ok) =⇒ C(oi, ok))

Proof of Lemma 6. Fix oi, oj , ok, such that C(oi, oj) ∧ C(oj , ok). If C(oi, oj), then we
can distinguish two cases:
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Case 1. if ∃wi ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
: Cwi(oi, oj), then we can distinguish two cases.

Case 1.1. If ∃wj ∈ (w, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗)PL
such that Cwj (oj , ok), then as oj ∈ Owi and oj ∈

Owj , it follows that wi = wj . Again, we can distinguish two cases. If oi = wi
then oj ∈ Owi implies ¬R(oj , wi), so by asymmetry of R it follows that R(wi, oj).
Otherwise, wi 6= oi so R(oi, oj). Therefore, oj 6= wi, so R(oj , ok), so R(oi, ok), so
Cwi(oi, ok).

Case 1.2. Otherwise, CP(oj , ok) then oi ∈ Owi ∈ SG(proc(oi)), oj ∈ O′wi
∈ SG(proc(oj)).

Because oj and ok share an observation set, CP(oi, oj) implies CP(oi, ok).

Case 2. if CP(oi, oj), then we can distinguish two cases.

Case 2.1. If ∃wj : Cwj (oj , ok), then oj ∈ Owj ∈ SG(proc(oj)), ok ∈ O′wj
∈ SG(proc(oj)).

oj and ok share an observation set, so CP(oi, oj) implies CP(oi, ok).

Case 2.2. Otherwise, CP(oj , ok). By definition of CP, CP(oi, ok) trivially holds if
proc(oi) 6= proc(oj). If proc(oi) = proc(oj), then ∃ok, such that

oi <proc(oi) ok <proc(oi oj .
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Appendix B.

Full mCRL2 model

1 %{% block data %}

2 % Complexity Settings

3 sort Byte = struct c_data_undefined | c_data_0;

4 sort Address = struct c_addr_0 ;

5 sort CoreID = struct c_processor_core_0_id;

6 eqn m_memcommands_max = 1;

7 m_ip_enable_store = true;

8 m_ip_enable_load = true;

9 m_ip_enable_store_release = false;

10 m_ip_enable_load_acquire = false;

11 fifo_max_len = 4;

12 eqn m_all_cores = [c_processor_core_0_id];

13 %{% endblock %}

14
15 map m_wb_nr_buffers: Nat;

16 map m_wb_init_list: List(Buffer);

17
18 map m_all_cores: List(CoreID);

19 map m_max_operation_id: Nat;

20 map m_other_cores: CoreID # List(CoreID) -> List(CoreID);

21 var p,c: CoreID , cs: List(CoreID);

22 eqn m_other_cores(p,c |> cs) = if ( p == c, cs , c |>

m_other_cores(p,cs));

23
24 % Data Types

25 sort Buffer = struct c_unoccupied ? is_unoccupied |

c_occupied(g_address: Address , g_data: Byte , g_nr: Nat) ? is_occupied;

26
27 map m_buffer_has_addr: Buffer # Address -> Bool;

28 var b: Byte , a, a2: Address , n: Nat;

29 eqn m_buffer_has_addr(c_unoccupied ,a) = false;

30 m_buffer_has_addr(c_occupied(a2,b, n),a) = a2 == a;

31
32 map

33 m_ip_enable_load: Bool;

34 m_ip_enable_store: Bool;

35 sort MemOpType = struct c_type_read | c_type_write | c_type_release |

c_type_acquire;

36 map

37 m_mem_op_type_is_read: MemOpType -> Bool;
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38 m_mem_op_type_is_write: MemOpType -> Bool;

39 var t: MemOpType;

40 eqn m_mem_op_type_is_read(c_type_read) = true;

41 m_mem_op_type_is_read(c_type_acquire) = true;

42 m_mem_op_type_is_read(c_type_write) = false;

43 m_mem_op_type_is_read(c_type_release) = false;

44 m_mem_op_type_is_write(c_type_read) = false;

45 m_mem_op_type_is_write(c_type_acquire) = false;

46 m_mem_op_type_is_write(c_type_write) = true;

47 m_mem_op_type_is_write(c_type_release) = true;

48
49 sort MemOp= struct

50 c_mem_op(g_type: MemOpType , g_core_id: CoreID ,g_address: Address ,

g_data: Byte , g_nr: Nat);

51 sort MemoryCommand = struct

52 c_memory_cmd_write(g_address: Address , g_data: Byte , g_core_id:

CoreID , g_nr: Nat) ? is_memory_cmd_write

53 | c_memory_cmd_write_release(g_address: Address , g_data: Byte ,

g_core_id: CoreID , g_nr: Nat) ? is_memory_cmd_write_release

54 | c_memory_cmd_read(g_address: Address , g_core_id: CoreID , g_nr: Nat)

? is_memory_cmd_read

55 | c_memory_cmd_read_acquire(g_address: Address , g_core_id: CoreID ,

g_nr: Nat) ? is_memory_cmd_read_acquire

56 | c_memory_cmd_nop ? is_memory_cmd_nop;

57
58 % Full address space Memory

59 map

60 m_memory_cmd_set_singleton: MemoryCommand -> FBag(MemoryCommand);

61 m_memcommands_max: Nat;

62 var m: MemoryCommand;

63 eqn

64 m_memory_cmd_set_singleton(m) = {m: 1};

65
66 map

67 m_cache_max_size: Nat;

68
69 map

70 m_ip_enable_store_release ,

71 m_ip_enable_load_acquire: Bool;

72
73 % Full address space Memory

74 sort Memory = Address -> Byte;

75 map m_zero_memory : Memory;

76 m_mem_set : Memory # Address # Byte -> Memory;

77 m_mem_get : Memory # Address -> Byte;

78 var b:Byte ,M:Memory ,a:Address;

79 eqn m_zero_memory(a) = c_data_undefined;

80 m_mem_set(M,a,b) = M[a->b];

81 m_mem_get(M,a) = M(a);

82
83 % BEGIN used in mu calculus only

84 sort MuLoadState = struct c_load_state_candidate | c_load_state_success |

c_load_state_fail;

85 sort MuObservation =
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86 struct c_mu_observation(

87 g_address: Address ,

88 g_core_observed: CoreID ,

89 g_byte: Byte ,

90 g_nr: Nat ,

91 g_core: CoreID ,

92 g_is_loaded: MuLoadState

93 );

94 map handle_observation: List(MuObservation) # Address # CoreID # Byte #

Nat # CoreID -> List(MuObservation);

95 handle_other_observation: List(MuObservation) # Address # CoreID ->

List(MuObservation);

96 close_observation: List(MuObservation) # Address # CoreID ->

List(MuObservation);

97 var e: MuObservation , a1: Address , p1 ,wip1: CoreID , win1: Nat , wib1:

Byte , l: List(MuObservation);

98 eqn handle_observation(l, a1 , p1 , wib1 , win1 , wip1) =

99 close_observation(l,a1,p1) <| c_mu_observation(a1, p1, wib1 , win1 ,

wip1 , c_load_state_candidate);

100 handle_other_observation(l, a1 , p1) =

101 close_observation(l,a1,p1);

102 close_observation(e |> l, a1, p1) =

103 if(g_address(e) == a1 && g_core_observed(e) == p1 && g_is_loaded(e) ==

c_load_state_candidate ,

104 c_mu_observation(

105 g_address(e),

106 g_core_observed(e),

107 g_byte(e),

108 g_nr(e),

109 g_core(e),

110 c_load_state_fail

111 ) |> l, close_observation(l,a1 ,p1));

112
113 close_observation([], a1, p1) = [];

114
115
116
117 map handle_load: List(MuObservation) # Address # CoreID ->

List(MuObservation);

118 enable_load: MuObservation -> MuObservation;

119 var e: MuObservation , a1: Address , p1: CoreID , l: List(MuObservation);

120 eqn

121 handle_load(e |> l, a1, p1) =

122 if (g_address(e) == a1 && g_core_observed(e) == p1 && g_is_loaded(e) ==

c_load_state_candidate , enable_load(e) |> l, e |> handle_load(l, a1,

p1));

123 handle_load([],a1,p1) = [];

124 enable_load(e) =

125 c_mu_observation(g_address(e),g_core_observed(e), g_byte(e),

g_nr(e), g_core(e),

126 if (g_is_loaded(e) != c_load_state_fail , c_load_state_success ,

c_load_state_fail));

127
128
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129 sort MuVerificationState =

130 struct c_verification_state_fail |

131 c_verification_state_success |

132 c_verification_state_inconclusive;

133 map verify_sequence: MuObservation # MuObservation # MuObservation #

MuObservation -> MuVerificationState;

134 verify_ordered: MuObservation # MuObservation # MuObservation #

MuObservation -> MuVerificationState;

135 verify_list: List(MuObservation) -> MuVerificationState;

136 var l: List(MuObservation), e1 ,e2 ,e3 ,e4 ,p1fe , p1se , p2fe , p2se:

MuObservation;

137 eqn verify_list(l) = if (#l == 4, verify_sequence(l.0,l.1,l.2,l.3),

c_verification_state_inconclusive);

138
139 verify_sequence(e1 ,e2 ,e3 ,e4) =

140 if (

141 g_core_observed(e1) == g_core_observed(e2) &&

142 g_core_observed(e3) == g_core_observed(e4), % Then

143 verify_ordered(e1,e2,e3,e4), %else

144 if (

145 g_core_observed(e1) == g_core_observed(e3) &&

146 g_core_observed(e2) == g_core_observed(e4), % Then

147 verify_ordered(e1,e3,e2,e4), % else

148 if (

149 g_core_observed(e1) == g_core_observed(e4) &&

150 g_core_observed(e2) == g_core_observed(e3), % then

151 verify_ordered(e1,e4,e2,e3), % else

152 c_verification_state_inconclusive))) ;

153
154 verify_ordered(p1fe , p1se , p2fe , p2se) =

155 if (

156 !(

157 (

158 g_nr(p1fe) == g_nr(p2se) &&

159 g_byte(p1fe) == g_byte(p2se) &&

160 g_address(p1fe) == g_address(p2se) &&

161 g_core(p1fe) == g_core(p2se)

162 )

163 &&

164 (

165 g_nr(p1se) == g_nr(p2fe) &&

166 g_byte(p1se) == g_byte(p2fe) &&

167 g_address(p1se) == g_address(p2fe) &&

168 g_core(p1se) == g_core(p2fe)

169 )

170 )

171 || g_is_loaded(p1fe) != c_load_state_success

172 || g_is_loaded(p1se) != c_load_state_success

173 || g_is_loaded(p2fe) != c_load_state_success

174 || g_is_loaded(p2se) != c_load_state_success ,

175 c_verification_state_success ,

176 c_verification_state_fail

177 );

178
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179 % END used in mu calculus only

180
181
182 % Actions

183
184 % Start Instruction

185 act start_store ,

186 start_store_release ,

187 end_store_release ,

188 ip_sync_store ,

189 end_store

190 : CoreID # Address # Byte # Nat ;

191 act

192 observe ,

193 ip_sync_observe ,

194 mem_sync_observe ,

195 ip_mem_sync_observe ,

196 ip_sync_observe_finish ,

197 mem_sync_observe_finish ,

198 ip_mem_sync_observe_finish

199 : CoreID # Address # Byte # Nat # CoreID ;

200
201 % Load Instruction

202 act start_load ,

203 ip_sync_send_load_uncached ,

204 start_load_acquire ,

205 ip_mem_sync_send_load

206 : CoreID # Address # Nat;

207 act ip_stall_load_wb: CoreID # Address;

208
209
210 act end_load ,

211 end_load_acquire ,

212 ip_sync_rec_load_uncached ,

213 mem_sync_rec_load ,

214 ip_mem_sync_rec_load

215 : CoreID # Address # Byte # Nat;

216
217 % Write Buffer

218 act wb_sync_store_uncached ,

219 wb_sync_store ,

220 ip_wb_sync_store ,

221 wb_sync_store_finish ,

222 mem_sync_store_finish ,

223 mem_wb_sync_store_finish

224 : CoreID # Address # Byte # Nat;

225 act wb_unstall_ip: CoreID # Address;

226
227 % Memory

228 act mem_wb_sync_store ,

229 mem_sync_store

230 : CoreID # Address # Byte # Nat;

231 act mem_sync_send_load

232 : CoreID # Address # Nat;
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233 act mem_read ,

234 mem_write: Address # Byte # CoreID # Nat;

235 act reset;

236 act next_instr: Nat;

237 act nop;

238 act ip_check_observation , mem_check_observation , check_observation;

239
240 %{% block processor %}

241 % Processor

242 % ---------

243 proc P_Processor =

244 P_Processor_Core(c_processor_core_0_id , m_wb_init_list)

245 || P_Memory(m_zero_memory , {:});

246 %{% endblock %}

247
248 % Core

249 % ----

250 proc P_Processor_Core(id: CoreID , wbl: List(Buffer)) =

251 P_IP(id , 0)

252 || P_WB(id , wbl);

253
254 proc P_IP_SYNC_STORE(core_id: CoreID , a: Address , n: Nat , d: Byte) =

255 sum a2: Address , b2: Byte , n2: Nat , p: CoreID. (

256 ip_sync_observe(core_id , a2, b2, n2 , p) .

257 observe(core_id , a2 , b2 , n2 , p) .

258 ip_sync_observe_finish(core_id , a2 , b2 , n2 , p)

259 ) .

260 P_IP_SYNC_STORE(core_id , a, n, d)

261 +

262 ip_sync_store(core_id , a, d, n);

263
264
265
266 % Instruction Pipeline

267 % ---------------------

268 proc P_IP_STORE(core_id: CoreID , a: Address , n: Nat) =

269 (

270 sum d: Byte .

271 (d != c_data_undefined) -> (

272 start_store(core_id , a, d, n) .

273 P_IP_SYNC_STORE(core_id , a, n, d) .

274 end_store(core_id , a, d, n)

275 )

276 );

277 proc P_IP_DIRECT_LOAD(core_id: CoreID , a: Address , n: Nat) =

278 sum a2: Address , b: Byte , n2: Nat , p: CoreID. (

279 ip_sync_observe(core_id , a2, b, n2 , p) .

280 observe(core_id , a2 , b, n2 , p) .

281 ip_sync_observe_finish(core_id , a2 , b, n2 , p)

282 ) .

283 P_IP_DIRECT_LOAD(core_id , a, n)

284 +

285 ip_sync_send_load_uncached(core_id , a, n) .

286 sum d: Byte .
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287 (

288 ip_sync_rec_load_uncached(core_id , a, d, n) .

289 end_load(core_id , a, d, n)

290 );

291
292
293
294 proc P_IP_LOAD(core_id: CoreID , a: Address , n: Nat) =

295 (

296 start_load(core_id , a, n) .

297 P_IP_DO_LOAD(core_id , a, n) .

298 P_IP_DIRECT_LOAD(core_id , a, n)

299 );

300 proc P_IP_DO_LOAD(core_id: CoreID , a: Address , n: Nat) =

301 ip_stall_load_wb(core_id , a)

302 +

303 (

304 sum a2: Address , b: Byte , n2: Nat , p: CoreID. (

305 ip_sync_observe(core_id , a2 , b, n2 , p) .

306 observe(core_id , a2 , b, n2 , p) .

307 ip_sync_observe_finish(core_id , a2 , b, n2 , p)

308 ) .

309 P_IP_DO_LOAD(core_id , a, n)

310 );

311
312
313 proc P_IP(core_id: CoreID , n: Nat) =

314 (

315 ip_check_observation .

316 sum a: Address .

317 (

318 m_ip_enable_store -> P_IP_STORE(core_id , a, n)

319 +

320 m_ip_enable_load -> P_IP_LOAD(core_id , a, n)

321 ) .

322 ((n < m_max_operation_id) -> P_IP(core_id , n + 1)<>(reset. delta))

323 )

324 +

325 (

326 sum a: Address , b: Byte , n2: Nat , p: CoreID. (

327 ip_sync_observe(core_id , a, b, n2 , p) .

328 observe(core_id , a, b, n2 , p) .

329 ip_sync_observe_finish(core_id , a, b, n2 , p)

330 ) .

331 P_IP(core_id , n)

332 );

333
334 map m_buffer_list_replace_elem: List(Buffer) # Nat # Buffer ->

List(Buffer);

335 var b,b2: Buffer , n: Nat , bs: List(Buffer);

336 eqn m_buffer_list_replace_elem(b|>bs ,n, b2) = if (n == 0, b2 , b) |> if

(n <= 0, bs, m_buffer_list_replace_elem(bs , Int2Nat(n-1), b2));

337 m_buffer_list_replace_elem([],n,b2) = [];

338
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339 proc P_WB(core_id: CoreID , bs: List(Buffer)) = % Write Buffer

340 (

341 sum n: Nat. (n < m_wb_nr_buffers) -> (

342 % Reset bs

343 is_occupied(bs . n) -> (

344 wb_sync_store_uncached(core_id , g_address(bs . n), g_data(bs .

n), g_nr(bs . n)) .

345 observe(core_id , g_address(bs . n), g_data(bs . n), g_nr(bs .

n), core_id) .

346 wb_sync_store_finish(core_id , g_address(bs . n), g_data(bs . n),

g_nr(bs . n)) .

347 P_WB(core_id , m_buffer_list_replace_elem(bs,n,c_unoccupied))

348 )

349 )

350 )

351
352 +

353
354 (

355 % Set

356 sum n: Nat. (n < m_wb_nr_buffers) ->

357 sum a: Address , d: Byte , n2: Nat. (

358 ((bs . n) == c_unoccupied) -> (

359 wb_sync_store(core_id , a, d, n2) .

360 P_WB(core_id , m_buffer_list_replace_elem(bs,n,c_occupied(a,d,

n2)))

361 )

362 )

363 )

364
365 +

366
367 (

368 sum a: Address . (

369 % unstall a

370 (forall n: Nat. (n < m_wb_nr_buffers) => !m_buffer_has_addr(bs .

n,a)) -> (

371 wb_unstall_ip(core_id , a) .

372 P_WB(core_id , bs)

373 )

374 )

375 )

376
377 ;

378
379 proc P_Observe_All(m: Memory , cmds: FBag(MemoryCommand), clist:

List(CoreID), a: Address , d: Byte , n: Nat , c: CoreID) =

380 (clist == [])

381 -> P_Memory(m, cmds)

382 <> (

383 mem_sync_observe(head(clist),a,d,n,c).

384 mem_sync_observe_finish(head(clist),a,d,n,c).

385 P_Observe_All(m,cmds ,tail(clist),a,d,n,c)

386 );
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387
388 % Memory

389 % ------

390 proc P_Memory(m: Memory , cmds: FBag(MemoryCommand)) =

391 sum a: Address . sum d: Byte . sum c: CoreID . sum n: Nat .

392 (c_memory_cmd_write(a, d, c, n) in cmds) ->

393 mem_write(a, d, c, n) .

394 P_Observe_All(m_mem_set(m,a,d),cmds -

m_memory_cmd_set_singleton(c_memory_cmd_write(a, d, c,

n)),m_other_cores(c,m_all_cores),a, d, n, c)

395 +

396 sum a: Address . sum core_id: CoreID . sum n: Nat .

397 (c_memory_cmd_read(a, core_id , n) in cmds) ->

398 mem_read(a, m_mem_get(m, a), core_id , n) .

399 mem_sync_rec_load(core_id , a, m_mem_get(m, a), n) .

400 P_Memory(m, cmds - m_memory_cmd_set_singleton(c_memory_cmd_read(a,

core_id , n)))

401 +

402 (#cmds < m_memcommands_max) -> (

403 sum a: Address . sum d: Byte . sum core_id: CoreID . sum n: Nat .

404 mem_sync_store(core_id , a, d, n) .

405 mem_sync_store_finish(core_id , a, d, n) .

406 P_Memory(m, cmds +

m_memory_cmd_set_singleton(c_memory_cmd_write(a,d,core_id , n)))

407 +

408 sum a: Address . sum core_id: CoreID . sum n :Nat .

409 mem_sync_send_load(core_id , a, n) .

410 P_Memory(m, cmds +

m_memory_cmd_set_singleton(c_memory_cmd_read(a,core_id , n)))

411 )

412 +

413 (

414 mem_check_observation.

415 P_Memory(m, cmds)

416 );

417
418
419
420
421 act ip_wb_unstall_load: CoreID # Address;

422
423
424 % Init

425 init

426 hide (

427 {

428 mem_read ,

429 mem_write ,

430 start_load ,

431 start_load_acquire ,

432 start_store ,

433 start_store_release ,

434 reset ,

435 next_instr ,
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436
437 % Comm

438 ip_mem_sync_observe ,

439 ip_mem_sync_observe_finish ,

440 ip_wb_sync_store ,

441 ip_mem_sync_send_load ,

442 ip_mem_sync_rec_load ,

443 mem_wb_sync_store ,

444 ip_wb_unstall_load ,

445 check_observation ,

446 mem_wb_sync_store_finish

447 },

448 allow (

449 {

450 end_load ,

451 end_load_acquire ,

452 end_store ,

453 end_store_release ,

454 mem_read ,

455 mem_write ,

456 start_load ,

457 start_load_acquire ,

458 start_store ,

459 start_store_release ,

460 observe ,

461 next_instr ,

462 reset ,

463
464 % Comm

465 ip_mem_sync_observe ,

466 ip_mem_sync_observe_finish ,

467 ip_wb_sync_store ,

468 ip_mem_sync_send_load ,

469 ip_mem_sync_rec_load ,

470 mem_wb_sync_store ,

471 ip_wb_unstall_load ,

472 check_observation ,

473 mem_wb_sync_store_finish

474 },

475 comm (

476 {

477 wb_sync_store | ip_sync_store -> ip_wb_sync_store ,

478 ip_sync_send_load_uncached | mem_sync_send_load ->

ip_mem_sync_send_load ,

479 mem_sync_rec_load | ip_sync_rec_load_uncached ->

ip_mem_sync_rec_load ,

480 mem_sync_store | wb_sync_store_uncached -> mem_wb_sync_store ,

481 wb_sync_store_finish | mem_sync_store_finish ->

mem_wb_sync_store_finish ,

482 ip_sync_observe | mem_sync_observe -> ip_mem_sync_observe ,

483 wb_unstall_ip | ip_stall_load_wb -> ip_wb_unstall_load ,

484 ip_sync_observe_finish | mem_sync_observe_finish ->

ip_mem_sync_observe_finish ,
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485 ip_check_observation | mem_check_observation ->

check_observation

486 },

487 P_Processor

488 )

489 )

490 );
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